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As we navigate the pandemic and look to the future, Europe’s task is not
just to recover – it is to transform.
In this latest report from Europe Delivers, Xynteo takes the pulse of nearly 80
leaders, from business and beyond, drawing on their insights to develop three
provocative but plausible futures for Europe in 2025.
Our objective: to shine a light on the choices European business leaders must
make now to deliver net-zero, and socially just and competitive growth for all.
This report – called Choose Growth – first paints three views of our future in 2025
and then puts forward six leadership choices that these futures call for. We hope
that the report will help business leaders explore both how their strategies would
hold up against these futures, and how current strategies are likely to help or
hinder the wider transformation we need in Europe.
Why business leaders? They have enormous resources at their disposal – capital,
talent and indispensable know-how. And, here in Europe, the prevailing belief
among business leaders is this: no company can be truly competitive unless its
revenue- and profit-generation moves society forward.
Read on to explore the futures these 80 conversations inspired. And then get in
touch with Xynteo to join the conversation.
europedelivers@xynteo.com
Europe Delivers is a business-led partnership working to build future-fit growth in
Europe. Run by Xynteo, the partnership includes DB Schenker, ManpowerGroup,
Mastercard, Scania, Shell, Tata Sons, Verizon and Yara.

Xynteo’s mission is to reinvent growth. We work with a community of visionary
business leaders, equipping them and their organisations to transform the
systems in which they operate. We provide advisory services for strategy,
innovation, engagement, learning and climate change; and build cross-sector
partnerships, including the Xynteo Exchange, Leadership Vanguard, Vikaasa
and Europe Delivers. Xynteo also produces The Performance Theatre.
Founded in Norway, Xynteo has offices in Oslo, London, Mumbai
and New Delhi.
xynteo.com
This report was first published in January 2021 and then re-released with some
edits in February 2021.
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Cheatsheet
Three futures, six leadership choices

Walls up
(and Down)

Core features

• The US-China trade relationship has only incrementally improved;
global trade and supply chains have continued to shrink.
• The strain on the world´s infrastructure for global collaboration has
worsened; regional cooperation is states´ preferred mechanism for
problem-solving.
• Despite internal challenges, the EU´s relevance as a regional power
grows.
• Enabled by further advances in remote working, companies are
moving to a borderless talent pool.
• European white collar workers increasingly opt to live in peri-urban
and suburban areas; more developing and emerging economy
workers stay in their home countries.

11th
Hour

Core features

• Climate consumerism has become mainstream, and electorates
are demanding robust climate action.
• Business is collaborating with government to implement the Green
Deal.
• Capital has shifted in favour of low-/no-emissions business models
and ESG investment.
• Batteries hit the tipping point for cost, while storage increases
materially.
• A higher carbon price emerges.

Utechia /
Dystechia

Core features

• Climate change impacts make themselves felt.

• Fourth industrial revolution technologies are making Europe´s cities
smarter and driving advances in public health systems.
• Unemployment is high, stemming from a combination of largescale headcount reductions and sluggish progress on skilling,
reskilling and upskilling.
• Highly educated workers in some industries are thriving in the
digital workplace, but many are being left behind.
• Regulators are still struggling to find the right approach to big tech.
• Social media is being used to drive wedges into European society.
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Leadership choices
What choices do business leaders need to make to unlock net-zero,
socially just and competitive growth for Europe?

Choice 1: Champion global openness
Choice 2: Prepare for a more borderless talent landscape

Choice 3: Become an enabling partner to Green Deal
government
Choice 4: Embrace carbon competitiveness as BAU

Choice 5: Take greater responsibility for employment
security
Choice 6: Digitalise but protect the social contract
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Foreword
There is no going back – forward to a new
form of growth in Europe

Henrik Henriksson

our economies into freefall. The

more time talking about the why; we

is president and CEO

pandemic has simply illuminated

need now to zoom in on the how.

the truth in neon lights. It’s time to

of Scania and chair of
Europe Delivers.

Among the many hard lessons
of the pandemic is this: growth
matters. When growth stalls – as it
did in 2020 in the eurozone, where
the economy shrank by almost 7.5%
– bad things happen. Families lose
their livelihoods; essential public
investments dry up; and the disadvantaged lose what little margin
they may have previously had.
But let’s be clear: there is no going
back. The growth we have relied
on in the past is not the growth we
need in the future. We cannot go
back to a system that squeezes the
vulnerable; sabotages our climate;
and runs up unpayable debts for our
children and grandchildren.
The flaws of our economic model
were clear even before this virus
upended our daily lives and sent

10

reinvent growth – and we need to do

How will we get to zero-emissions

it fast.

power generation? How will we

The pandemic has made this imper-

around clean and affordable energy?

ative both easier and harder. Harder

How will we reengineer our food

because it looks set to deepen lines

system to provide the right nutri-

of inequality. Easier because it’s

ents in the right amounts without

shown us what we can do.

depleting our soil and destabilising

For the pandemic has proved our
capacity to pivot at pace. During the
first half of 2020, European industry
kept the lights on while sending
something like 70 million home to
work. This upheaval was enabled
by an unprecedented acceleration

reorient our transportation systems

our climate? How can we prepare
our workforces to run the industries
of a much more digital future? How
can we repair our social contract,
putting an end to the polarisation
and mistrust that make the governance we need so hard?

in digitalisation – achieving in a few

Sometimes, as we size up jobs as

months what had been projected to

big as these, we tend to look for

occur over three to four years.

‘moonshot’ solutions. And while

Now we need to apply this pace
not to ‘keeping the lights on’ but to
reinvention – creating a practice of
growth that works with nature, not
against it; that benefits the many,
not the few; and that creates value
across generations, not quarters.
In Europe this paradigm shift –
towards a zero-carbon, job-rich,
just and competitive economy – is
well-supported. So, let’s not spend

looking beyond the technological horizon is a critical leadership task, the
danger is that we miss what is right
in front of us. We have an enormous
arsenal of know-how and proven,
commercially-feasible technology at
our disposal; let´s deploy it.
This is why Europe Delivers is
focused resolutely on driving impact
– now. Our partners – companies
with a combined market cap of
around USD 657 billion and over

“By transforming
our businesses, we
are strengthening
Europe.”
– Henrik Henriksson
President and CEO, Scania

a million employees – are leading
projects that apply their commercial
competence to human problems.
Mastercard is spearheading a
project to incubate digital solutions
to provide financial security for
our burgeoning flexible workforce.
Verizon is working to map the
unchartered territory of the future
of work we want. Shell is working
to accelerate the energy transition
through solutions to decarbonise
road transport. And Scania is

But we are also doing this because

intolerance for inequality and injus-

building a value chain of companies

we believe that by transforming our

tice; and the responsibility of

working with policymakers to

businesses, we are strengthening

governments to serve electorates

unleash the bioeconomy, with the

Europe. And at this time of global

(and not the other way around). And

power to move us closer to our 1.5

precariousness, we believe Europe

in recent decades we have seen

degree target while providing a

has a critical role to play. It has

Europe take an ever stronger stand

million new green jobs by 2030.

problems, to be sure, but we also

on climate leadership, which is on

see its capacity for innovation (12 of

vibrant display in the European

the world’s 20 most innovative econ-

Green Deal.

We are not alone. There are countless
examples of European companies

omies call Europe home) as well

– from Ørsted to IKEA and Unilever –

as its track record of collaboration,

Those who look only to the past, JFK

not just talking about a new approach

hard-won after centuries of strife.

said, are certain to miss the future.

to competition but actually imple-

We do not want to return to the past.

menting new, competitive business

For all the anguish crises like this

But let us use Europe’s historical

models that empower society.

cause, they can also focus the mind.

advantages in service of our shared

The desolation wrought by World
We are investing in this way because

future. We hope that all European

War II rallied the energies of a wide

it makes commercial sense. Across

business leaders will lean in and join

set of parties around a set of core

all of the industries we represent,

values that became part of Europe’s

us in the effort. Our times demand

none of our markets tolerates

bedrock: a preference for collab-

businesses that profit at the expense

oration over everyone-for-them-

of society.

selves strategies; an institutional

nothing less.
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What is
Europe Delivers?
Europe Delivers

Representing major companies

is a business-led

committed to using our leadership

Under the guidance of our executive

partnership working to

and commercial capital to advance

committee, we are actively building

build future-fit growth

growth that works with nature, not

a community of leaders across in-

against it; that benefits the many,

dustries and sectors with the values,

not the few; and that creates value

will and capabilities to break away

across generations, not quarters.

from the current growth model and

in Europe.

from a range of industries, we are

We believe that our competitiveness
– as companies and as economies –
depends on achieving this mission.

Track 1: Engagement

build a new one, fit for the challenges of our time.
See page 14-15 for our executive
committee and wider partnership team.

The partnership is currently led by
eight companies whose leaders
share two broad beliefs. First:
that we must collaborate across
industries and sectors to accelerate
Europe’s transition to a net-zero,
socially just, competitive growth
model. Second: that, despite its own
challenges, Europe’s track record of
enterprise, innovation, international
cooperation, environmental stewardship and social fairness makes it
an increasingly important source of
leadership on the world stage.
Europe Delivers pursues its mission
through three tracks:

Track 2: Narrative
We are working with this leadership
community and beyond to create
narratives with the intellectual and
emotional power to drive the change
in decisions and mindsets needed
to transform our societies and
economies.
To view our past reports visit our website:
xynteo.com/europe-delivers.

Track 3: Impact
Our chief ambition is impact. We engage in practical projects that apply
innovative commercial solutions
to complex systems challenges in
areas such as food, energy and the
future of work.
See right for our project portfolio.
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Our project portfolio
Scania, Yara and DB Schenker: Unleashing the
potential of Europe’s bioeconomy
Led by Scania, this Europe Delivers project – called BioAdvantage
Europe – aims to grow Europe´s bioeconomy. We are pursuing this objective
by building a cross-sector network spanning the bioeconomy value
chain. Unified by a shared vision and narrative about the potential of the
bioeconomy, the partners are working to support necessary policy changes
and initiate collaborative projects that advance decarbonisation, rural growth
and new jobs.
Impact lead: Åsa Pettersson, head of public affairs and sustainability at Scania

Mastercard: Building an inclusive flexible working
economy for Europe
This initiative, led by Mastercard, aims to advance an inclusive flexible working
economy. We are mobilising a set of stakeholders around a shared vision of
what an inclusive flexible working economy could look like and how it could be
achieved. We are running innovation sprints to identify business models and
tools to strengthen the income security of flexible workers in practical ways.
Impact lead: Sue Kelsey, EVP for global consumer solutions at Mastercard

Verizon: Tackling the barriers to realising a positive
future of work
Led by Verizon, this project aims to build clarity about the future of work we
want, drawing on lessons from the US and Europe. We are working together
with a wide range of experts and practitioners on both sides of the Atlantic to
understand the barriers preventing this desired future from becoming reality
and to recommend how to tackle them.
Impact lead: Christy Pambianchi, EVP and CHRO at Verizon

Shell: Catalysing the energy transition
Shell is leading a project aiming to accelerate the energy transition in Europe in
line with Shell’s ambition to become a net-zero emissions energy business by
2050, or sooner, in step with society. Shell recognises that to achieve its ambition its business plans will need to change. Together we are building a practical
and scalable approach, leveraging existing Shell strategies and initiatives to
help decarbonise road transportation, which contributes more than 20% of the
EU’s total CO₂ emissions.
Impact leads: Fabian Ziegler, managing director of Shell Germany; Marjan van
Loon, president-director of Shell Nederland; and Patrick Carré, VP for global
commercial road transport at Shell.
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The Partnership
Team
Europe Delivers is

The role of the executive committee

The executive committee is sup-

led by an executive

is to provide strategic guidance to

ported by two kinds of colleagues:

the partnership across its engage-

• communications leads, who
play a central role in setting
the partnership´s narrative and
engagement strategies

committee comprised

ment, narrative and impact tracks.

of senior executives

The executive committee meets

from our partner

progress and share lessons across

several times per year to review

• impact leads, who are
responsible for implementing the
partnership´s projects

the Europe Delivers project portfolio.

companies.

It also meets regularly with policymakers as well as members of our

See right for the executive committee
and wider partnership team. See page 85
for the Xynteo team.

wider community.

Europe Delivers also benefits from the wisdom and experience of our advisory board.

Carl Bildt

Former prime minister and
foreign minister of Sweden

Connie Hedegaard

Former European Commissioner
for climate action

H.E. Tarja Halonen

Former president of Finland
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Dr Henrik O. Madsen

Chair, Aker Carbon Capture and
Aker Offshore Wind

Thorhild Widvey
Chair, Statkraft

Henri Proglio

Former CEO, EDF and Veolia
Environment

Wolfgang Schüssel

Former chancellor of Austria

Yves Daccord

Jeremy Leggett

Founder and director,
Solarcentury

Former director-general, ICRC and
fellow, Berkman Klein Center

Abhinav Kumar

CMO, global markets, TCS

Christy Pambianchi

EVP and CHRO, Verizon

Hans Vestberg

Henrik Henriksson

Jonas Prising

Karin Hallstan

Chairman and CEO,
Verizon

Chairman and CEO,
ManpowerGroup

Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard

Pablo Barrera Lopez

EVP, communications and
procurement, Yara

President and CEO,
Scania

Head of corporate
communications and PR, Scania

Michael Froman

Vice chairman and president,
strategic growth, Mastercard

Patrick Carré

VP, global commercial
road transport, Shell

Fabian Ziegler

Managing director,
Shell Germany

Fritz Esser

Head of communications,
DB Schenker

Huibert Vigeveno

Jochen Thewes

Lauren Tilstra

Marjan van Loon

Downstream director,
Shell

Director, executive
communications, Verizon

N. Chandrasekaran

Chairman, Tata Sons

Ruth Harper

VP, global strategic communications,
ManpowerGroup

CEO, DB Schenker

President-director,
Shell Nederland

Osvald Bjelland

President and founder,
Xynteo

Sue Kelsey

EVP, global consumer
solutions, Mastercard

Executive committee
Sunniva Ihle
VP, corporate affairs and
global initiatives, Yara

Svein Tore Holsether

President and CEO, Yara

Åsa Pettersson

Head of public affairs and
sustainability, Scania

Communications leads
Impact leads and sponsors
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Leadership
conversations
The three futures and six leadership choices put forward in this report were
inspired by our conversations with nearly 80 leaders. The bulk of these
leaders are from business, but we also spoke with policymakers, experts and
civil society leaders. Thanks to all for lending us your time and energy!

Huibert Vigeveno
Downstream director, Shell
Håkon Haugli
CEO, Innovation Norway
Iain Watt
Independent consultant on climate
change
Ingrid Kylstad
COO, Katapult Ocean
Jaco du Toit
Senior advocacy advisor, WWF UK

Alejandra Kindelán Oteyza
Head of research and public policy,
Santander

Deborah Frieze
Founder and president,
Boston Impact Initiative

Alex Lankester
Partnerships director, WWF UK

Dev Sanyal
EVP, gas and low-carbon energy, BP

Jeremy Bentham
VP, global business environment and
head of scenarios, Shell

Dr Amy Hochadel
Director of global business,
Connected Places Catapult

Eleni Kampouri
Postdoctoral research fellow,
University of Hertfordshire

Jeremy Hillman
Director, corporate communications,
World Bank

Anab Jain
Co-founder and creative director,
Superflux

Eva Karlsson
CEO, Houdini Sportswear

Jeremy Leggett
Founder and director, Solarcentury

Åsa Pettersson
Head of public affairs and
sustainability, Scania

Fiona Dowson
Independent sustainability
consultant, food systems and supply
chains

Jochen Thewes
CEO, DB Schenker

Camilla Palladino
EVP, corporate strategy and investor
relations, Snam

Florence Gaub
Deputy director, European Union
Institute for Security Studies

Catherine MacGregor
CEO, Engie

Hans Vestberg
Chairman and CEO, Verizon

Christian Rynning-Tønnesen
President and CEO, Statkraft

Hein Schumacher
CEO, Royal FrieslandCampina

Christy Pambianchi
EVP and CHRO, Verizon

Henri Proglio
Former CEO, EDF and Veolia
Environment

Clare Barclay
CEO, Microsoft UK
Dagmar van der Plas
Sustainability manager, financial
health lead, ING
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Henrik Henriksson
President and CEO, Scania
Dr Henrik O. Madsen
Chair, Aker Carbon Capture and Aker
Offshore Wind

John Renard
President, portfolio business unit
and EMEA, Cyient
John-Arne Røttingen
Former CEO, Research Council of
Norway
Jonas Prising
Chairman and CEO,
ManpowerGroup
Jonas Samuelson
President and CEO, Electrolux
Sir Jonathon Porritt
Founder director, Forum for the
Future
Karl Johnny Hersvik
CEO, Aker BP

Katherine Garrett-Cox, CBE
CEO, Gulf International Bank (UK)
Limited

Pablo Barrera Lopez
EVP, communications and
procurement, Yara

Sofie Nyström
Strategy lead, inclusion and
diversity, H&M

Prof. Kevin Noone
Department of environmental
science, Stockholm University

Dr Peter Drobac
Director, Skoll Centre for Social
Entrepreneurship, University of
Oxford

Sue Kelsey
EVP, global consumer solutions,
Mastercard

Kjerstin Braathen
CEO, DNB
Krishna Bodanapu
Managing director and CEO, Cyient
Leif Johansson
Chairman, AstraZeneca
Linda Ingolfsdottir
Strategy lead, fair jobs, H&M
Lorenzo Simonelli
Chairman and CEO, Baker Hughes
Dr Marc Thom
Venture capital senior investment
manager, Sony
Marco Alverà
CEO, Snam
Mark Barnett
President, Mastercard Europe
Mark Cutifani
CEO, Anglo American
Martin Skancke
Chair, Principles for Responsible
Investment
Mats Rahmström
President and CEO, Atlas Copco
Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard
Mirja Bastian
Consultant and people lead,
TLGG Consulting

Svein Tore Holsether
President and CEO,
Yara

Peter Voser
Chairman, ABB
Rainer Kiefer
EVP, global head of sales, DB
Schenker

H.E. Tarja Halonen
Former president of Finland
Thomas Ball
Head of partnerships, WWF UK

Remi Eriksen
President and CEO, DNV GL
Richard Miller
Associate director, Connected Places
Catapult
Rick Haythornthwaite
Chairman of Xynteo, chair-elect
of Ocado and former chairman of
Mastercard
Rosa Lind
Leadership and change manager,
Ingka Group
Sallie Calhoun
Founder, No Regrets Initiaitve
Dr Sam Daws
Director, project on UN governance
and reform, University of Oxford
Sampath Sowmyanarayan
President, global enterprise,
Verizon
Dr Sandie Okoro
SVP and general counsel,
World Bank

Thomas Schmitt
Chairman and CEO, Forward Air
Thomas Thune Andersen
Chairman, Ørsted
Thorhild Widvey
Chair, Statkraft
Tone Hansen
Director, Henie Onstad Arts Centre
Ulrike Haugen
EVP and chief communications
officer, DNV GL
Vidar Helgesen
Executive director, Nobel
Foundation
Dr Wolfang Schüssel
Former Chancellor of Austria
Yves Daccord
Former director-general, ICRC and
fellow, Berkman Klein Center

Natachia Antonis
Chief human resources officer,
The Berner Group
N. Chandrasekaran
Chairman, Tata Sons

Norwegian PM Erna Solberg looks
through the advanced copy of the Choose
Growth report at the virtual launch event
on 18 January 2021, streamed from the
Munch Museum in Oslo.
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Introduction
Choose growth – making the future better
than it used to be

Osvald Bjelland is

very new to me now is the sense of

It´s not rocket science. We can repeat

president and founder

urgency – the desire for change is

our mistakes, perhaps eking out a

electric.

bit more revenue, or another four-

of Xynteo, which

A second thing I like about the quote:

runs Europe Delivers

it treats the future as changeable. It

on behalf of its

future we want, using today´s choices

invites us to see that we can write the

partners DB Schenker,

and actions as our ink.

ManpowerGroup,

The future is unknowable, but we

Mastercard, Scania, Shell,

quences these past few decades.

Tata Sons, Verizon and
Yara.

´How dare we be

have learned a lot about conseWe know what happens to our
biosphere if destroying it carries
no cost. We know what happens if
we make it impossible for people
to make a decent living and then

year term. Or we can harness our
hard-won learning to shine a light on
the choices we should make now in
order to build the future we want.
But what are these choices? This is
the question that has inspired the
body of work Xynteo undertook
over the second half of 2020 in
collaboration with our partners in
Europe Delivers – DB Schenker,
ManpowerGroup, Mastercard,
Scania, Shell, Tata Sons, Verizon
and Yara.

provide no safety net when they

Drawing on conversations with

pessimistic? Maybe the

lose their venture. We know what

nearly 80 leaders (most senior

future is better than it

happens if shareholder reward

executives from large European

comes at the expense of broader

businesses – among them our

stakeholder value.

partners as well as businesses like

used to be.´
I love this provocation, by
world-leading futurist Peter
Schwartz. I, too, am instinctively
hopeful about the future. The
pandemic has dealt us a serious
blow, and probably changed forever
the way we live, learn, work, invest

We get wildfires in Australia. We
get sick lungs in Delhi, with early
deaths and inflated public health
expenditure. We get public mistrust
of leaders, polarised communities in
Minneapolis and attacks on democracy in Washington DC. We get
pandemics – just one of the prices

and govern. At the same time, never

we pay for trying to colonise nature.

before in history have we had so

And we get businesses that lack the

much capital, technology and knowl-

licence to operate in the market of

edge at our disposal. And what feels

the future.
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AstraZeneca, Santander, Ørsted and
BP), we identified over 70 drivers –
the trends that these CEOs, senior
executives, policymakers, experts
and civil society leaders believed
would exert the most powerful force
on the near-term future.
We then selected the most impactful
of these drivers to create three
different views of the future in 2025.
Covering the good, the bad and the

“This is our opportunity to make change happen
by design – not by disaster or by diktat from
others in the world.”
– Ursula von der Leyen
President of the European Commission
State of the Union address at the European Parliament Plenary, September 2020

ugly of what could lie ahead, these
scenarios are neither predictions
nor visions. They are intended as
plausible but provocative stories
that are deliberately ambiguous and
complex – just like the real future.
Our ambition is that these futures
help European business leaders –
who need to be at the forefront of
the transition in Europe – take better
decisions today. We selected 2025
as our time horizon because a) so
many other organisations, among
them our partner Shell, do extremely
credible longer-term scenarios; and
because b) time is short. We need to
identify, and then rapidly implement,
wise decisions, now.
From all these insightful conversations, we extracted three futures,
each written as a human-centric
story that weaves in and out of a
range of industries as it explores a
wide range of risks, opportunities

to achieving what we all want: a

within the 1.5 degree target we

and trade-offs.

net-zero, socially just and competi-

would need to reduce emissions by

tive growth model in Europe.

7.6% every year for the next 10 years.

By themselves these futures are

And we would need to do so while

simply speculation. What matters

This ambition will not wait. In 2020,

is how they can be leveraged to

as we sheltered in place, global

identify practical choices for Europe-

emissions dropped by 8%. But the

The growth model we need is within

an business leaders. That´s why each

underlying system remains the

reach. Let´s make the future better

future proposes a pair of leadership

same – we just hit pause on the

than it used to be. And let´s do it now.

choices that we believe are pivotal

same old song. To keep the world

creating jobs, not destroying them.

CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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“What did we learn from this crisis? That we
can do a lot when faced with no alternative.
Let´s take that urgency and apply it to the job of
building a new kind of growth in Europe.”
– Henrik Henriksson
President and CEO, Scania

“The new paradigm of leadership will be
based on empathy, trust and transparency.
And so, it is critical to continually seek deep
understanding from your stakeholders, whether
that be a business customer, a partner or a
government. You must listen to what is on their
minds as opposed to just pushing your own
agenda on them.”
– Clare Barclay
CEO, Microsoft UK

“The fact that you have 27 nations around the
table in Europe means you end up with more
balanced answers. This is part of Europe’s role:
moderation. Europe demonstrates to the rest
of the world that there is a way to thread the
needle through the middle.”
– Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard
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How to read this report
Each of our futures has three parts:

The story:

Signals of change:

Leadership choices:

Though each refers to real events

This is where we back up each future

Each future puts forward a pair of

and people, these are mostly fiction.

with evidence to help illustrate that,

leadership choices – decisions that

Each adopts a human-centric view

though the story is fiction, it is also

business needs to take now in order

and weaves in and out of multiple

plausible.

to build the future we want.

industries to explore risks, challenges and trade-offs.

Before you dive into the report here are seven points to keep in mind:

These futures are neither predictions
nor visions.

Our target is business.

Consider them ´what ifs?´, intended as tools for identify-

sive contributions from a range of actors. We focus on

ing what we need to stop, continue and start if we are to

business because of their huge reach and resources.

achieve the growth model we want.

The transition won´t happen without them.

The futures are supposed to be
complex.

We use the IMF´s projections of
global GDP.

The futures are deliberately ambiguous, with both dark

All three futures adopt (as a loose assumption) IMF

and light elements. They are intentionally complex, just

projections for global GDP – that is, that we´ll grow by

like the future.

4.5% in 2021 and 3.8% in 2022. This would mean that, by

Transforming our growth model will depend on mas-

2025, we would be trending 5% below the pre-pandemic

We focus on Europe.
Europe Delivers is comprised of businesses that have

forecast.

commercial interest in the future of Europe and are

We assume relatively successful
vaccine roll-out.

positioned to influence its direction. Also, we believe

We assume that vaccinations roll-out relatively quickly

Europe itself has a special role to play in addressing the

in developed countries but that there are challenges

challenges the world faces today – whether the erosion

and surprises – eg distribution issues, possibly different

of the social contract or climate change.

immunity levels in different geographies and some

significant stakes in Europe. They therefore have a

mistrust of the vaccine. We assume that despite these

2025 is our time horizon.
Many excellent scenarios focus on a 10+ year timeframe.

challenges roll-out is carried out globally over the course
of 2021-2023.

We chose a five-year horizon because a) we don´t want
to duplicate this useful work and b) our aim is to support
new actions now. Speed is of the essence.
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Europe Delivers

Shaping Europe´s
future now
A guide to help businesses make the choices we need to build a
net-zero, socially just, competitive Europe
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Walls Up
(and Down)
The evolution of globalisation

The year is 2025. One of the hallmarks of the postWWII world – the relentless dismantling of barriers
to the flow of goods, capital and people – has evolved
into a new breed of globalisation. In this future we
produce, buy and interact much closer to home, but
our brainpower becomes borderless.

Core features
The US-China trade relationship has only incrementally improved;
global trade and supply chains have continued to shrink.
The strain on the world´s infrastructure for global collaboration has
worsened; regional cooperation is states´ preferred mechanism for
problem-solving.
Despite internal challenges, the EU´s relevance as a regional power
grows.
Enabled by further advances in remote working, companies are moving
to a borderless talent pool.
European white collar workers increasingly opt to live in peri-urban and
suburban areas; more developing and emerging economy workers stay
in their home countries.

24

“I doubt we’ll see as much movement of people
between countries for work, but we will still
see a globalised workforce. We should be
considering the implications this will have on
taxes and the way businesses operate.”
– Dr Sandie Okoro
SVP and general counsel, World Bank
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Walls Up
(and Down)

“We have two directions in front of us: either
countries put walls up and try to fend for
themselves, or we recognise that the problems
we are facing are global and come together to
address them with global solutions.”
– Jaco Du Toit
Senior advocacy advisor, WWF UK

The story

younger Republicans who have been
leading their party´s long-awaited
response to climate change.

It’s the Fourth of July 2025, just a
few months into the Kamala Harris
presidency. The president and her
husband are getting ready for the
yearly fireworks display – like the
Trump, Obama and Bush couples
they´ll watch from the Truman

Initially sceptical of the large levels
of government intervention implied
by the New Green Deal, this group
eventually became a core, if uneasy,
ally for the Biden-Harris presidency.
Repelled by Trump´s racist playbook
and dismayed by the absence of

balcony.

credible Republican leadership on

Provisionally pleased with the pres-

they had no choice but to work with

ident´s inaugural Independence Day

opponents to get going on building

speech, her team is scouring social

American leadership in green

media for indications of reception.

economic growth. Harris´ slim win

Keeping with tradition the speech

in 2024 owes a lot to working with

was crafted to resonate broadly,

these kinds of voters.

not to score political points per se.
But the Harris team is keen to check
in on the state of connection with
one voter segment in particular: the

climate, this slice of GOP voters felt

The condition for their partnership?
An important change in narrative. To
this self-styled ´eco-right´, it was critical that policy drew less on comparisons to the massive public works

Question for business leaders

projects of the FDR era but rather on

What will it mean in practice to
reengineer supply chains to deliver
resiliency as well as efficiency? And
who will pay?

solidly free-market measures.1

Plus ça change
Luckily for President Harris, the Biden administration had worked hard
to court Republican allies – his team
made it a hallmark policy to give

26

“What will happen if the world splits into
different alignments that restrict trade? It won’t
be Europe that really suffers. It will be those that
can least afford it.”
– Mark Cutifani
CEO, Anglo American

fulsome recognition to Republicans
leading on the green shift. Being able
to take joint credit for the creation of
thousands of decent-paying clean
tech jobs put much-needed wind
in bipartisan sails. In 2025, Harris
means to reap this harvest, moving
faster to decarbonise the US´s
economy while creating good jobs
for all.
China proved to be another significant political bridge-builder. Starting
off with a one-vote majority in the
Senate, and with many of his own
party aligned with the prevailing
Republican stance, Biden more or
less continued his predecessor´s
bullishness on Beijing (but with
less belligerence, it has to be said).
His so-called ´foreign policy for the
middle class´2 had really one target

“I think we are headed away from
globalisation and towards more
regionalisation. We should be headed in
the opposite direction. That´s what´s best
for growth.”
– Henrik Henriksson
President and CEO, Scania

(which closed the book on two

Also, technology was cancelling out

decades of especially exuberant glo-

the asymmetry in labour costs that

balisation). Between 2008 and 2019,

had once made production in China

a range of indicators told the story of

so attractive.8 Plus, the 2020 pan-

globalisation´s slowdown. Trade as a

demic forced businesses to get wise

percentage of global GDP; multina-

to shocks. Indeed, what they found

tionals´ share of listed firms´ global

was that shocks were actually rather

profits; cross-border investment and

mundane – with McKinsey advising

loans – all were already declining by
the time Trump took office.6

companies to expect a month-long
shut-down every 3.7 years. The
remedy? Simpler, more transparent,

– to protect American workers and

Multiple forces lie behind the expla-

more resilient supply chains that

industry from Chinese competition.

nation. One is that services, which

cross fewer borders.9

And so by 2025, trade restrictions are
now five times higher than in 2018,
when they started to rise dramatically as the US-China strife heated
up.

3,4

But ´slowbalisation´ – as it was

branded by one particularly witty
newspaper – started long before,
5

at the end of the 2008-09 recession

make up an ever larger share of the
global economy, are by definition
harder to trade than goods. Another
is that, after 2012, the cost of trade
stopped dropping,7 making global
sprawl less profitable, not least because local competition often ended
up being feistier than anticipated.

Over the course of 2010-2025, the
share of foreign investment in Asia
from elsewhere in Asia increased
from one-third to nearly two-thirds
of the total. In Europe, intra-European foreign investment has by 2025
risen to 70% of all foreign direct
investment.10
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Walls Up
(and Down)

“Because covid plays into our primal fears, we
have seen a retrenchment towards national
solutions. There’s no evidence that we will see a
positive shift – ‘a building back better’ – unless
we deliberately do things differently.”
– Dr Sam Daws
Director, project on UN governance and reform, University of Oxford

So in 2025 the global trade system

Over history, globalisation has

with the Paris Agreement and with

is a patchwork of regional and

ebbed and flowed. But for now, the

critical institutions like the World

bilateral arrangements revolving

tide is out.

Health Organisation. But the UN

around three centres of gravity: the
US, Europe and China. And India is
gaining. Back in 1989, Nobel laureate
Paul Krugman predicted that this
11

was precisely the worst constellation
for global economic governance.
A lone, dominant economic power
could impose common rules for
liberalisation on everybody else;
a handful of similarly-sized giants
with different views on how to run
the world economy spells fracture.12
Though the WTO´s ability to settle
disputes has been reinstated (following its castration by Trump), a lot of
ground has been lost.

What we take for granted
Power and capital tend to go
hand-in-hand. The regionalisation
of global commerce has thus been
mirrored by greater regionalisation
of international relations. And as we
move from global to regional problem-solving, the multilateralism that
defined the post-war era is getting

Security Council, the main engine of
global security cooperation for the
last 70 years, has quarrelled itself
into irrelevancy. The veto-wielding
permanent members of the Security
Council – China, Russia, the US,
France and the UK – struggle to find
common ground on anything. This
discord is now seriously colouring
other parts of the UN system.

creaky, just like a car that doesn´t

A tragic hangover from the 2020

get used.

pandemic is an erosion of demo-

The US is back at the table (´at
the head of the table´, in Biden´s
words), engaging constructively

cratic governance and respect for
human rights in a slew of places,
from Hungary and Hong Kong to
Cameroon and Cambodia (to name
just a very few). While the world was
distracted by the virus, authoritarian
regimes exploited the moment to
shore up power, curbing the media,
suppressing opposition and in some

Question for business leaders

If we let multilateralism erode, and
global openness shrinks, how will
scaling strategies need to change?

cases abusing civilians.13
Now would have been the time for
robust, truly global problem-solving.
Instead, capitals look to allies in their
region for more ad hoc assistance.
When China rattles its sabre at
Taiwan, the US turns to Australia

28

“The UN has a long list of flaws, but it is still the
only legitimate body at this level. We aren’t likely
to see the UN as the police force of the world –
there are sides forming with Russia and China on
one side and the EU, UK and US on the other.”
– Florence Gaub
Deputy director, European Union Institute for Security Studies

“The multiplex relationship between US
and China will be the most powerful
shaper of the international sphere,
because the way other countries position
themselves will depend on how the two
largest giants position themselves.”

Sweden or France; the values clash
with Hungary (Orban is still in office
in 2025); or lingering bitterness
between Germany and Greece over
the austerity measures implemented
after the 2008-09 crisis.
Despite these troubles, member
states recognise more than ever
how much of their global influence
and prosperity at home depends on

– Jeremy Bentham
VP, global business environment and head of scenarios, Shell

EU membership. The single market
gives individual countries access to

for a partner with which to carry

Economic Partnership brings

500 million customers, more than

out shared naval exercises near the

together 15 countries and covers

the US. And saddled between the

South China Sea.

over 30% of global GDP. Yet most

US and China, going it alone would

of the bloc´s members don´t trust

be foolish.

14

The trouble with multilateralism is

China, putting a brake on any of the

that so much of it is invisible – and

deeper collaboration evident in the

therefore easy to take for granted.

EU. And in North America, USCMA

And in 2025 businesses, especially

– the successor to NAFTA – remains

the scale-hunters of the tech sector,

similarly limited in scope.

In the late 2020s China is set to
become the largest economy in the
world, ending the US´s eightdecade reign.15 This makes the EU
an indispensable ally to Washington

are feeling the strain of a less open,
less friendly global order in which

And yet the breadth and depth of Eu-

– the US simply needs Europe on

the rules are less steady.

ropean integration has also proved

side to weigh in next to the dragon.

to be a ball-and-chain. Though Brexit

At the same time Europe maintains

Ahead of the pack, but
challenges within

(as predicted) hurt the UK more than

good relations with China. In 2025

it hurt Europe, it left a scar. With one

Europe has built a position as a

exit out of the bag, would-be leavers

global balance point, helping to

In the regionalisation game, the

from other countries have a prece-

absorb tension between Beijing and

EU has a 75-year headstart over

dent to point to when Europe´s trou-

Washington.

its peers to the east and west. In

bles make the headlines – whether

Asia, the Regional Comprehensive

it is outbursts of populist rancour in
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Walls Up
(and Down)

“What was previously impossible turned into the
only way to survive and thrive, and it happened
at an astonishing speed.”
– Jonas Prising
Chairman and CEO, ManpowerGroup

Bright lights, big city, no
thanks
Among the many experiences that
left a mark during the pandemic was
the unpleasantness of living in a
major metropolis during lockdown.
A survey taken in November 2020
by British engineering firm Arup
found that 40% of residents living
in London, Paris, Milan, Madrid and
Berlin contemplated moving away
from urban centres.16 For them, the
drawbacks of population density
and lack of easy access to green
outdoor spaces started to loom
larger than the proximity to cultural
attractions and other perks of city
life (which a lot of people didn´t

home to work,17 a suddenly small
need to be in the city overlapped
with a growing desire to leave.
Falling into this category were
Henrik Lahm, a senior manager for
an international medtech company,
and his wife Irene Hummels, a
rising-star project manager at a
publishing house. When both their
employers confirmed in 2021 that
they would reorganise permanently
around a more remote model, the
couple leapt at the chance, switching
out pricey Munich for a quaint and
much cheaper town close to the
border with Austria. Both avid skiers
and mountaineers, they were keen
to free up time for these pursuits.

have time and in some cases money

They were not the only ones that

for anyway). And when European

made the move. Initially the locals

businesses sent 70 million staff

viewed the influx with irritation –
rising housing prices got their backs
up. But recently, the bitterness has

Question for business leaders

How would multinational
businesses need to reorganise
themselves if talent became truly
globalised?
30

subsided as the new arrivals have
shown strong community engagement. Henrik volunteers at a local
care home, where he plays music for
the residents; and Irene coaches a
Nordic ski team at a nearby school.
This community engagement is part
of a larger pattern that started taking

“The world is going to be more home-centric
and businesses need to redesign their products
around that reality. Our lives will gain
normalcy but not the normalcy of the past.”
– N. Chandrasekaran
Chairman, Tata Sons

shape in 2020. Just a few months

with his work-from-home allowance,

Tata Consultancy Services, with over

into the pandemic financial services

which at a fraction of his travel and

400,000 employees, announced it

company Legal & General reported

expense budget of yore helps cover

planned to be 75% WFA by 2025,20

some remarkable numbers: in the

his internet, mobile phone, heating

but reached the target a year early.

UK alone 10 million people were

and electricity.

In practice this means that TCS

carrying out voluntary work in their
communities; 78% said they would
continue after lockdown; and 64%
of respondents said that ties in their

employees spend no more than 25%

Henrik´s firm has been able to learn
from a range of early movers. Before
2020 had even ended, a cast of huge

of their time in the office; and that
the company never has any more
than 25% of workers co-located.21

community had strengthened.18

brands – from Facebook and Twitter
to Siemens and State Bank of India –

In a way, the success of the 2020

When multinational businesses

had already decided they would stay

remote work experiment seemed

moved their executives around

remote, even after a vaccine had

to take business by surprise. On

every 36 months or so, there was

been rolled out. IT services giant

Unilever´s second-quarter earnings

19

little incentive to connect meaningfully with the communities they
were posted to. With more time in
one place, white collar workers are
regaining a sense of place.

You work where?
By 2025, Henrik´s company has
70% of its workforce ´working from
anywhere´ (WFA). He himself works
from home (or the library) four
days a week. A few times a month
he switches it up to meet with
colleagues who happen to live close
by. They rent space at one of the
local co-working spaces that have

“While surveys report that many workers
would like to get back to the office, those
same workers also appreciate the new
flexibility. I think we could be moving to
a world where we will be less constricted
by geography, which will allow us to be
even more inclusive in our hiring. I think
this hybrid working will be the new
norm.”

become a common feature of suburban towns. Henrik pays for the room

– Clare Barclay
CEO, Microsoft UK
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Walls Up
(and Down)

“It took a pandemic to stop me flying around the
world, and it’s taken a pandemic to get people
to deploy lean management techniques they’ve
known about for years but never implemented.”
– Rick Haythornthwaite
Chairman of Xynteo, chair-elect of Ocado and former chairman of Mastercard

call of that year, CEO Alan Jope

of 202024 before picking up to 80% of

reported a 41% increase in produc-

pre-pandemic trends.

tivity, a 20% increase in internal
collaboration time, a 19% increase
in external meeting time and a 14%
rise in employee well-being.22
As businesses built confidence in
their ability to operate a remote
model, they also seized an
opportunity to cut expenditure on
commercial real estate. With many
companies downsizing and reimagining urban office space or exiting
all together, and with retail going full
guns online, commercial real estate
suffered a glut. The hit was especially severe in Europe,23 where leasing

The hybrid talent model looks different for different companies. And
not all the experiences are positive.
Some analysts question the productivity numbers being reported.
And mental health has taken a hit
as workers´ isolation increases. The
silver lining is that employers are
doing a radically better job of reducing the taboo around conditions like
depression and anxiety – a shift for
which mental health campaigners
have been agitating for decades.

The next frontier

demand for office space dropped by

Henrik has a front-row seat to the

40% during the first three quarters

transformation of the talent paradigm. Indeed he is a participant in
the shift to a borderless model: his
primary role is to source talent for

Question for business leaders

What if higher-income, more highly
educated populations lived on the
outskirts of European cities, and city
centres were the main home for
lower-income groups?
32

his fast-growing company, both in
Germany and abroad.
His team initially made a play for
talent in the UK, given the high
education and skill levels of British
workers. But a post-Brexit legal
wrangle forced them to look elsewhere. Henrik and his colleagues
are now succeeding in building

“I think that people will think twice before
getting on a plane in future and the bar for
airlines accepting passengers is likely to rise.”
– Katherine Garrett-Cox, CBE
CEO, Gulf International Bank (UK) Limited

strong partnerships with recruiters

of politicians employing xenophobic

about juggling motherhood and her

in developing countries, particularly

narratives.

job. But once she got going again,

Kenya and Rwanda. Not only is
there a good stream of competitive,
high-calibre talent in these geographies; hiring from these markets is
helping the company make progress
on its diversity ambitions.

Irene found the balance not just

This reverse brain drain would

manageable but actually enjoyable

not have been possible without

– something she chalked up to being

the radical expansion of low-cost,

able to avoid the sanity-sapping

higher-quality internet access in

sprint between home, office and

developing economies – which

kindergarten her sister had endured.

increased from around 40% pene-

Surging with motivation, Irene

It turns out the new talent model

tration in 2019 to 75% in 2025.26 This

may be slowing the decades-long

coverage is estimated to have added

brain drain that has been depriving

USD 2 trillion to the world´s GDP

developing and emerging econo-

and created more than 140 million

mies of its most highly educated

jobs around the world.27

brains. Pre-pandemic, African
countries were struggling to attract
their diasporas back to the continent.
Now, the borderless model means
that many of this group (which
numbers over 247 million globally25)
are returning home to gain meaningful professional employment.
It´s too early to tell, but the development community is picking up
early signals that (assuming good

scored the promotion she had her
sights on, along with a nice pay rise,
just a few months after starting work
again.

Flights of fancy

As companies deepened their
implementation of the more remote

Before they got married and had

model, other benefits beyond

Elena, Henrik and Irene travelled

cost-cutting quickly manifested.

extensively. With ample disposable

Many firms reported lower attrition.

income, they could afford to fly for a

This isn´t just because employees

long weekend to almost any city in

are happier but also because some

Europe.

workers who have chosen to settle
in less urban areas don´t have many

They also flew regularly to Turkey,

other options.

the home country of the maternal

28

branch of Henrik´s family. His grand-

governance) the gain from taxes and

In 2023 little Elena was born. After

mother immigrated to Germany in

local spending could outweigh the

Irene took her share of the parental

the early 1960s, married a German

loss in remittances.

leave, she handed over Elena´s daily

and worked as a music teacher all

care to Henrik and went back to
Developing and emerging economy

her life – it was she who had taught

work. She was feeling a bit appre-

talent have another reason to stay

Henrik to play the piano. Unfortu-

hensive – her older sister had told

nately, her health wasn´t strong and

away from some countries: the rise

her stories (the stuff of nightmares)

she fell among Germany´s early
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Walls Up
(and Down)

“Covid-19 is the first big crisis which is not
compatible with the classical and hierarchical
leadership approach. It is the first large crisis
where we’ve seen a decentralised approach have
far better success.”
– Yves Daccord
Former director-general, ICRC and fellow, Berkman Klein Center

covid victims. Their last flight was

After a few days in France, the small

Interrogating the theory, Irene

actually with her, a birthday gift to

family is ready to come home.

wonders whether the world would in

enable her to visit with friends and

While sitting at the airport waiting

fact be a better place if more women

family in her hometown.

to board, Elena asleep in her lap,

were at the helm. Then she turns the

Irene catches sight of Kamala Harris´

inquiry on herself. ‘What kind of risk

It wasn´t until 2025 that Henrik and

face on a CNN news clip. The ticker

appetite do I have as a leader?’

Irene took to the skies for their

tape along the bottom of the screen

Unsure of the answer, but certain

first ever flight as a family – to

scrolls: ´President Harris, Ameri-

it is a good question, she resolves

visit Irene´s sister in Marseille. Both

ca´s first female president, gives

to carry it with her into the team

Henrik and Irene have flown once or

Independence Day speech from the

meeting she is leading on Monday.

twice a year for business, and then

South Lawn´.

only to another European city – a
dramatic change from when Henrik

It takes her back to something she

needed to fly to Singapore three or

remembers reading in the summer

four times a year. Otherwise, they

of 2020, when pundits had had

have been surprised to find out

a chance to evaluate the crisis

that they have grown quite fond of

leadership of the world´s leaders.

roadtrips.

They said that female leaders – like
the president of Finland and the

On one of their evenings in Mar-

prime minister of New Zealand

seille, Henrik and Irene leave Elena

(not to mention Mutti) – had done a

with her aunt and hit the town. They

better job of steering their countries

catch a play at Le Silo and eat an

through the crisis. One theory

exquisite meal in Le Panier. Their

put forward by some researchers

southern German town is no cultural

was that this performance – which

backwater – many artists, too, have

manifested in systematically lower

left cities for more remote areas,

fatalities and caseloads when com-

creating surprisingly rich art, music

pared with peer countries – could be

and theatre scenes away from urban

explained by a specific approach to

centres. But as Henrik and Irene am-

risk. Female leaders, went the argu-

ble around the Cours Julien district,

ment, were more willing to accept

they are forced to agree: cities have

the high economic risk of lockdown,

that special something.

but less willing to risk human lives.29
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“Out of the crisis of WWII came multilateralism
– including the birth of the UN, NATO and the
Treaty of Rome. This created the conditions
for what we have enjoyed ever since and what
will continue to be equally important moving
forward.”
– Dev Sanyal
EVP, gas and low-carbon energy, BP

“Whether we are building new international
institutions or strengthening existing ones, we
need to strive for efficiency while providing
some ‘slack’ in funding and permission to
get some things wrong. Businesses have the
bandwidth to take risks but we give little
space for international institutions to respond
strategically to known and unknown threats.”
– Dr Sam Daws
Director, project on UN governance and reform, University of Oxford

“What is sometimes forgotten is that Europe is a
rule-setter. Part of its power comes from setting
norms.”
– Jochen Thewes
CEO, DB Schenker
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Signals of change
Walls Up (and Down) is a work of fiction but it is inspired by real
events and trends, among them the trajectory for international
trade, the push to rebalance supply chains, the work-from-home
revolution and the pandemic´s shock to air travel.

Travel and tourism: still going
places – just not as far away
In 2018, business-travel spending exceeded USD 1.4
trillion—21.4% of the global travel and hospitality
sector.30 By April 2020, available seat miles on US
airlines had shrunk by about 70% from 2019 levels –
a decline nearly four times greater than after 9/11.31
Globally, more than 40 airlines had gone bust as of
October 2020. Air travel is not expected to recover to
pre-covid levels until 2024.32 Governments worldwide
have provided more than USD 100 billion to keep the
tourism sector afloat. Their interventions are both
supporting and redesigning the tourism industry,
with a focus on domestic tourism to drive the initial
phase of recovery.33 More than EUR 2.7 million has
been claimed as part of Ireland’s ‘Stay and Spend’ tax
scheme to encourage local tourism, while Italy is giving
foreign and local tourists a 10% refund on credit card
transactions.

34,35

surprisingly, independent shops have fared better than
chain-owned outlets, with closures of 0.5% versus
2.8%).37 Though reports of the city´s demise are greatly
exaggerated, the pandemic could see some exodus
of professionals to ´secondary cities´ and serve as a
pivot-point for how urban spaces are designed to drive
better air quality, climate and lifestyle outcomes. Paris´
mayor, Anne Hidalgo, is among those championing the
’15-minute city’, in which most daily needs (including
workplaces) are within a 15-minute walk or bike ride.38
In 2020 Europe spent more than EUR 1 billion on
cycling-related infrastructure and built 2,300 kilometres
of new bike lanes.39

Human settlement: won’t you be
my neighbour?
According to a survey by the London Assembly
Housing Committee in July and August of 2020, 14% of

Workplace of the future: home is
where the work is

Londoners wanted to leave the city permanently.36 At

In 2019, only 5.4% of employees in the EU worked from

the same time, the pandemic has accelerated the shift

home; this share is estimated to have risen to almost

from physical stores to digital shopping (somewhat

40% as a result of covid.40 Globally, the percentage
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of permanent remote workers is set to double, from
16.4% in 2019 to 34.4% in 2021.41 Companies are thus
preparing for a new future of work based around a
hybrid model, where workers spend significantly less
time in the office. Salesforce, for example, spent USD
27.7 billion on Slack and has consolidated its global
office lease commitments as it makes its workforce
partly or fully remote.

42,43

As companies reconfigure

production closer to their customer base to expedite
delivery.47 Now more companies are expected to follow
suit, meaning that exports worth USD 2.9 to 4.6 trillion
each year could, over time, be reshored or shift to new
exporting countries.48

and brick-and-mortar shops shutter, commercial real
estate in large cities, from New York to Melbourne, is
taking a hit. In Manhattan, sublease space had jumped
from 11.6 million square feet at the beginning of 2020 to
16.5 million square feet by the end of the third quarter
as corporates looked to recoup overhead from unused
office space.44 And major cities are exploring how to
right-size public transport against the possibility that
commuting may decrease – New York is considering a
40% cut to bus and subway services by 2022.45

Multilateralism: the big squeeze
In 2020 the United Nations faced shortfall of USD 5.1
billion due to a number of countries not paying their
annual dues, resulting in budget cuts and hiring
freezes.49,50 Other multilateral organisations are suffering, too, not least due to the disengagement (or outright exit) of its most powerful player from a range of
key bodies, among them the Paris Agreement, the UN
Human Rights Council, the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), the World Health Organisation and the World
Trade Organisation. With Biden returning the US to
the Paris Agreement, and generally ´back at the table´,
multilateralism could recover its footing, but some
lasting damage may very well have been done.51,52

Trade barriers: higher walls,
fewer gates
Since WWII, powered by the principle of comparative
advantage, international trade has mostly flourished
– enabling an average rise of 3.6% in global GDP per

Supply chain innovation:
technology plus covid equals
resilience
Covid has laid bare the fragility of lean and sprawling
global supply chains – 94% of Fortune 1000 companies have reported that they have been affected by
supply chain disruptions during the pandemic.46 The
emerging response to this shock – building supply
chain resilience, diversifying manufacturing sites, and

year.53 But this trend recently hit a wall, with global
trade barriers reaching a seven-year high in 2019.54 The
US-China trade dispute is a key contributing factor,
estimated to have slowed global growth by almost 1%
in 2020.55 And with 2021 a transition year for Brexit,
concerns and confusion around the deal’s fine print are
potentially landing small businesses with the burden
of costly work arounds.56 There are early signs of trade
frictions, with increases in administration and longer
waiting times. Some EU companies are opting out of
delivering to the UK altogether.57,58

reducing reliance on imports – is intersecting with
a pre-pandemic, technology-driven trend towards
reshoring and onshoring. Companies like Adidas, Nike
and Sennheiser had already relocated parts of their
CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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Leadership choices
In Walls Up (and Down), the world of 2025 is more fragmented. Multilateralism
is creaking; globalisation has continued to slow. Meanwhile, our leap-forward
in remote working has helped decouple work from place, opening up a more
globalised talent landscape. From this view of 2025 we identify two choices for
European business leaders…

Choice 1: Champion global
openness

The business case: an open
world is a growth-friendly
world

thus engaged, barriers to trade are

a powerful lesson. They used the

likely to stay put.

first post-war years on a surge of

Even before the virus sent us back

was painfully clear during the

behind our national borders, globali-

1930s when governments turned to

institutions were born – to maintain

sation was slowing down.

protectionism to cope with the Great

global financial stability; provide

Cross-border flows of capital and

Depression. The playbook failed

capital for development; and oversee

goods had been shrivelling up

spectacularly – global GDP shrank,

the international trading system.

relative to GDP since the financial

so too world trade. Any theoretical

crisis of 2008-09. And businesses

domestic advantages were cancelled

And spurred by WWII´s savagery,

had already started to rein in their

out in practice by tit-for-tat measures

governments came together to build

supply chains. The cost of moving

by trade rivals.

an infrastructure for keeping peace

goods around the world had stopped
falling, calling into question the
cost-benefit calculus of global sprawl

This is bad news for growth. This

multilateral institution-building to
secure the free flow of capital and
goods. The international financial

in an international system that had
By the time the second world war

nearly always been at war or on its

ended, governments had learned

brink. The United Nations was es-

in the face of climate change, the
US-China trade strife, and feisty
competition in local markets.
While the change in administration
in the US will probably ease the
tension, President Biden is expected
to stay bullish on China. With the two
giants of the international system
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“Multilateralism is the only way. To fight
with arguments is always better than
fighting with weapons.”
– Dr Wolfgang Schüssel
Former chancellor of Austria

tablished in 1945; and in the ensuing

been hit by both reduced funding

tional rule of law are not business

decades a body of international law

and loss of credibility, in part

concerns. Business leaders have a

emerged to spell out shared rules to

thanks to the former US president´s

huge stake in preserving an open

keep global order.

disengagement from several key

international system. A fragmented

bodies. The EU, too, is rattled – by

world is a costly one.

Here in Europe, in 1951, the Europe-

Brexit, by an internal values clash,

an Coal and Steel Community (the

by accusations of overstretch to the

As one CEO put it in a conversation

forerunner to the EU) bound age-old

east, by lingering resentment over

with us:

foes Germany and France together

the austerity measures implemented

in an economic embrace designed

after the 2008-09 crisis. And the WTO,

Going backwards on multilateralism

specifically to stop them from taking

struggling since the collapse of the

and free trade will be tough for

up arms against each other (as they

Doha talks, is becoming a bit player

business. You will need to be local

had done four times in the previous

in the US-China trade drama.

in every market. You won´t have the

century).

scale. You won´t have the global

Often built for another time, these
And, for the most part, it worked.

platforms.

organisations typically have serious

Germany and France grew to be
fast allies and, what´s more, key
architects of Europe´s greatest
invention: the single market. This
was no golden age – the Cold War
saw bloody and protracted civil and
proxy wars – but direct, globe-encompassing great power conflict
petered out.
This relative stability made possible
the globalisation-fuelled explosion
in growth we experienced in the second half of the 20th century. And by
tying countries´ economic interests

“Business leaders have a clear role to
play through their investments, their
voice and their action in supporting
the international system. We see many
more private sector organisations
coming to the table to work directly with
international institutions across sectors.”
– Jeremy Hillman
Director, corporate communications, World Bank

together, globalisation created the
interdependence and cultural understanding that has made military

flaws. But this does not mean they

Business leaders can champion

conflict between developed econo-

should be scrapped. They can, how-

openness, in Europe and abroad, by

mies (for most) such an unthinkable

ever, be reformed and repurposed,

using their voices to advance three

proposition.

so that they continue to provide the

causes:

world with the collaborative infraBut we would do well to remember

structure we need to solve global

the prominent place that borders and

problems while keeping the world

instability have played in our history.

open for healthy commerce.

The world does not stay open and
stable by itself. It stays open because
we make it open – and in no small
degree because of multilateral
institutions.

Cause 1: advancement of the
single market
Jacques Delors, former president

Call to action: use your voice
to advance three causes

of the European Commission and

Business leaders obviously do not

the problems with the EU is that

key architect of the EU as we know
it, famously quipped that one of

have an official seat at these tables.

you can´t fall in love with the single

Multilateralism has taken a serious

But that does not mean that interna-

market. And yet the single market

knock these past years. The UN has

tional governance and the interna-

has been pivotal to Europe. Since
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Walls Up
(and Down)

“If Europe fragments, we will not be
able to leverage the size of the European
market to compete with large countries
like China and the US. Europe´s greatest
invention since the second world war has
been the single market – it has delivered
very well and we should complete the
job, expanding from physical goods to
services.”

together to strengthen competitiveness in agricultural value chains.62

Cause 3: recommitment to the
SDGs
Agreed in 2015, the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) comprise 17 goals to advance human
development around the world. One
of their chief benefits has been to
provide coherence to efforts at local,
national and international levels to
solve a range of deep-seated, interlocking problems that impede social
and economic health – from lack of

– Leif Johansson
Chairman, AstraZeneca

access to clean water and health
services to barriers to education,
hunger and climate change. Many
businesses have adopted the SDGs

it was founded in 1993, the single

leader we spoke to called ´Europe´s

market – which seeks to progressive-

greatest invention´.

as a framework for guiding strategy,

Cause 2: global problem-solving

Progress on the SDGs have been

It is likely that we will see multi-

hit hard by the pandemic-induced

lateral institutions undergo shifts

downturn. Business leaders can help

(some larger than others). But

reverse the damage by ensuring the

business leaders can help ensure

goals stay firmly on the corporate

that ´we don´t throw the baby out

agenda and by demonstrating how

And yet there is much untapped

with the bathwater´ by partnering

their organisations are driving

potential. The EU has 500 million

with multilateral organisations

concrete progress towards them. A

customers – more than the US – but

to generate proofpoints of global

range of major brands have signed

trade between US states is double

problem-solving, in so doing also

up to serve as ´business avengers´ –

the rate of intra-EU trade.60

advancing a more fit-for-purpose

companies that champion a particu-

model for collaboration between

lar SDG. Salesforce, for example, is

To build a competitive Europe the

businesses and international/region-

leading on goal 7 (affordable and

work on the single market must

al organisations.

clean energy); Pepsi-Co is fronting

ly remove barriers to capital, goods
and people across the borders of its
member states – has generated massive competitive benefits. In fact,
it is estimated that the EU´s GDP is
on average 9% higher than it would
have been without it.59

goal 2 (zero hunger).64

continue. A key hurdle is extending
the single market to services, which

Many businesses already have a

make up 70% of the EU´s GDP. As

solid track record of working with

President von der Leyen´s Commis-

multilateral organisations. One

sion takes on this agenda in 2021,

example is the Green Commodities

business leaders need to lean in

Programme. Spearheaded by the

with support and advice to ensure

UN Development Programme, this

that Europe´s large companies,

partnership sees Mondelez, IKEA,

SMEs, workers and consumers can

Johnson & Johnson, Walmart, Tesco,

continue to benefit from what one

Dole, Chiquita and Del Monte work

61
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one example being Yara.63

Choice 2: Prepare for a more
borderless talent landscape

The business case: a new
talent model is coming

mobile working two to three days

workplace. By removing some of the

a week as its worldwide standard.

trade-off between work and family,

This means more than just working

women could be freed up to move

For many, the most visceral experi-

from home; employees can choose

more quickly up their career ladders.

ence of the pandemic has been the

the location where they feel they are

While this would be a welcome

switch from office to home. Before

most productive.

benefit, business leaders need to

65

lockdown ignited the work-fromhome revolution only about 5% of
employees in the EU worked from
their homes, a share that jumped to
40% at the height of the pandemic.
As Jonas Prising, the chairman and
CEO of Manpower, observed in our
conversation with him:
What was previously impossible
turned into the only way to survive
and thrive, and it happened at an
astonishing speed.
Through the clearing smoke from
the pandemic, we can see broad
consensus that workers will neither

“Geography is less important now than
before the pandemic. Companies have
been typically organised by region but
I think we will see a shift to organising
around the job to be done. At the same
time, I do hope we will shift back to
thinking globally. It is when we work
together, that we are truly at our best.”
– Remi Eriksen
President and CEO, DNV GL

stay home nor go back to the office
every day of the week. We are
moving towards a hybrid model for
white-collar work.
Companies are already hard at work
implementing the shift – segmenting their teams according to who
needs to come to the office and
who doesn´t; setting up rotas for
when office-approved teams can
come to the office; reassembling
teams around tasks rather than, say,
departments; and reconfiguring and
even relocating offices to serve as
hubs. Siemens, for instance, has
announced that it will establish

This emerging hybrid model is

keep investing in solving the more

already generating benefits, for

fundamental problem – the discrim-

white-collar workers and employers

ination and bias that keep women

alike. Employers have clocked the

workers behind in the first place.

stability of productivity and are eyeing up reduced office costs. Workers
appreciate the flexibility stemming
from being released from the grind
of the daily commute, and being
able to be more present for their

By loosening the link between work
and place, there could also be an
opportunity for the talent model
to go truly global. In a ´borderless´
talent model, businesses could

communities, friends and families.

leverage the workflow innovations

Indeed, some have speculated

during the pandemic to source

whether this flexibility could help

talent from virtually anywhere with a

advance more gender parity in

high-quality internet connection. The

terms of pay and position in the

boon could be a pathway not only

and the digital leap that took place
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to greater workplace diversity but

top of the wear-and-tear of operating

the pandemic, businesses have been

also, possibly, greater global eco-

in emergency mode for a year. As

experimenting with different forms

nomic inclusion through a reverse

we reorganise around a more hy-

of remote culture- and team-building

brain-drain. In a borderless model,

brid, more borderless talent model,

– from online happy hours to fitness

educated workers from developing

recalibrating digital work to suit

sessions. This dabbling, though,

economies could stay in their

human workers will be a precondi-

seems out-of-scale with the chal-

home countries, instead of moving

tion of continued productivity and

lenge. Most large companies have

to urban centres in industrialised

well-being.

relied on place to build and project
culture – think the Googleplex in

economies.
At the same time, business leaders would need to avoid simply
´offshoring´ white-collar talent in a
bid to minimise costs. Otherwise,
a borderless model could end up
disadvantaging workers relative to
employers, with companies paying
lower wages to the bulk of white-col-

Glitch 2: find out how to
cultivate mental well-being in
the hybrid model
Humans are fundamentally social
beings. Our physiological and
psychological health is dependent
on interactions with others. Biological and evolutionary anthropologist

California or Nike’s world headquarters in Oregon. Advancing cultural
cohesion in the workplace of the
future will require an inventive rethink of how to maintain employees´
allegiance to purpose and values as
well as each other.

worsening inequality.

“humans evolved as beings whose

Glitch 4: kill the digital divide to
unlock more inclusion

needs to touch and be touched,

Digital technology has the power

Call to action: solve four
glitches in the emerging
work model

to converse, debate, and laugh

to radically widen inclusion in the

together, to smile and flirt with one

workforce. But only if it is available

another, and to interact in groups,

to all, including and especially the

are central to healthy lives”. And so

economically and socially marginal-

Unlocking the inclusion dividend of

the remote workplace has taken a

ised. Fewer than 10% of households

a borderless work model demands

toll on mental health; in 2020, one

in low-income countries are fixed

that we solve at least four problems

in five adults in the UK experienced

broadband subscribers, compared to

– or ´glitches´ – that have become

some form of depression – almost

70% and nearly 90% in middle- and

clear through our experience of the

double 2019 levels.67 This represents

high-income countries, respectively.

emerging hybrid model over the

a human tragedy as well as a major

This asymmetry is replicated within

past year:

commercial liability. Already before

countries and regions too. But the

the pandemic mental illness was

solution demands not only that we

costing the EU economy over EUR

ensure access to the technology;

260 billion per year in lost productiv-

it also requires that people are

ity. Making the hybrid model work

equipped to use it. Microsoft, for

will demand a proactive approach to

example, has committed itself to

mental health.

helping 25 million people worldwide

lar employees and thus possibly

Glitch 1: reconstitute work
processes to suit remote work
That most companies were able to
shift their workflows online at such
pace and scale is truly remarkable.
But it seems ever clearer that simply

Agustin Fuentes argues that

68

acquire the digital skills needed in

adapting these processes is not

Glitch 3: master culturebuilding with no water cooler

sustainable. Employees are fatigued

Our experience suggests that a co-

by back-to-back video calls; and

hesive company culture depends on

numbers suggest that employees

face-to-face interactions. This might

are working longer hours than

be the case (see glitch 2 above). But

before the pandemic, despite the

even with a vaccine it seems the

lauded flexibility of homeworking.66

hybrid model is here to stay – so

This ´Zoom-exhaustion´ comes on

solutions are needed. Throughout

moving processes online without

42

a ´covid-19 economy´ – in areas like
data analysis, cyber security and
privacy protection.69

“I see the diaspora in Europe possibly returning
home which would leave a huge skillset hole in
Europe. Europe should not rest on its laurels –
what if the northern hemisphere isn’t the most
attractive place to be in a couple of years? ”
– Dr Sandie Okoro
SVP and general counsel, World Bank

“Before covid we were worried about how
working from home was perceived by those
working in the office. Now our concern is how
we encourage colleagues to switch off. The lines
between work and private life have become too
blurred.”
– Katherine Garrett-Cox, CBE
CEO, Gulf International Bank (UK) Limited

“We have tried hard to listen to our workforce.
When the pandemic hit, we thought our drivers
would want to go home every week. But they
told us they’d rather be guaranteed longer
stretches at home during specific periods.”
– Thomas Schmitt
Chairman and CEO, Forward Air
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The long climate sprint begins
The year is 2025. Europe has made faster-than-projected
progress towards its 2030 emission reduction target –
thanks to the explosion in decarbonisation sparked by the
collision of the Green Deal and market forces, as well as
a covid-inspired sea-change in public appetite for climate
action. But this future tests our resolve and asks that we
ramp up, rather than merely sustain, our ambition. For we
still have a long way to go to carbon neutrality, and all the
low-hanging fruit has been harvested. Meanwhile, lockedin climate-change impacts are materialising.

Core features
Climate consumerism has become mainstream, and electorates are
demanding robust climate action.
Business is collaborating with government to implement the Green Deal.
Capital has shifted in favour of low-/no-emissions business models and
ESG investment.
Batteries hit the tipping point for cost, while storage increases materially.
A higher carbon price emerges.
Climate change impacts make themselves felt.

44

“What we have seen with the pandemic is nothing
compared to what the climate crisis could bring.
Covid is a reminder – an expensive reminder – of
what is on the horizon if we don’t act.”
– Svein Tore Holsether
President and CEO, Yara
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“All transitions require a common vocabulary.
‘Sustainability’ doesn’t mean anything anymore
because almost everything is labelled as
sustainable. We need a set of precisely defined
words to give focus in the transition.”
– Eva Karlsson
CEO, Houdini Sportwear

The story

meat just once or twice a week. A
coder for a major consumer bank,
Eva is a data nerd and can´t help
but be an avid carbon tracker. She

It’s 2025, and it´s starting to look a

takes great satisfaction in the low

lot like Christmas in Stockholm. Eva

numbers from the ultra-efficiency

Jonsson, a Swedish mother of two

building her family lives in; and she

small boys, climbs into an electric
taxi and heads downtown to do
some shopping.
Traditional at heart, she wants to
give her kids a beautiful Christmas
experience, but she is also eager to
build their sense of responsibility
for the environment and their community. Eva got rid of her car a few
years back (it no longer made sense
as more and more of her hometown
went car-free) – and her family eats

makes all her purchases with a credit
card that calculates the emissions
stemming from her consumption,
limiting spending in not only kronor
but also emissions of CO2.
Eva and some of her friends from
university had started to dabble
in climate-conscious living in the
2010s. It wasn´t until the end of that
decade that policymakers and businesses leaned in with force, recognising that early-adopter consumers
like Eva couldn’t make even a small
dent in the emissions reductions

Question for business leaders

What if public opinion moves
dramatically in favour of the Green
Deal? Is your business prepared
for big consumer and regulatory
shifts?
46

required to avoid catastrophic
climate change. Though a long time
in the waiting, this leadership paid
off. What was fringe behaviour for
urban millennials in places like the
Nordics has moved into mainstream
socioeconomic preferences across
demographics and party preferences in Europe.

“Europe needs a cohesive industrial policy – we
need policy that moves us into the industries of
the future, and we need to educate our workforce
to run those industries. Is someone thinking of
this ecosystem and putting it together?”
– Jochen Thewes
CEO, DB Schenker

Much of this fringe-to-mainstream
shift can be traced back to the
European Green Deal. Announced
in 2019, the Green Deal was lauded
at the time as the industrial strategy
most fit for the climate challenge. In
2021 we started to see evidence that
Ursula von der Leyen and her team,
in partnership with member state
governments, meant business: they

“Being early in signaling your targets,
investing massively in the public sector,
and becoming a leader in green tech with
finance, like Biden has pledged to do,
will be very important.”
– Vidar Helgesen
Executive director, Nobel Foundation

started the hard work of implementing the transformation needed to
cut emissions by 55% by 2030 – a
‘must-make’ milestone on the way

So when scientists confirmed that

that collided to produce projec-

to carbon-neutrality in 2050.

2020 tied for first place as the hottest

tion-defying decarbonisation across

year in humankind´s 800,000-year-

industries.

The people have spoken
From the vantage-point of 2025, we
see that 2020, by so many measures

old historical record (despite that
year´s La Niña, which should have
cooled temperatures), a critical mass
of voters were ready to listen.1 Some

Market force 1: capital
allocation undergoes an
earthquake

an annus horribilis, provided policy-

– especially 18-30-year-olds but also

makers with a powerful springboard

a new and growing ´granny gang´

A key memory from 2020 is the

from which to attack transformation.

– took to the streets in late 2021 as

steady parade of net-zero pledges

The real legacy of the pandemic,

part of a distributed ecosystem of

from companies, especially in

it turns out, was a sea-change in

protestors. The main message was

Europe and US.2 These announce-

public readiness. It was not only that

this: lock the door to the past, double

ments, which covered the full indus-

electorates learned that very big

down on climate action, or we´ll

trial spectrum, were motivated not

changes could be executed at scale

remove your mandate to govern.

only by a desire to be on the right

and at pace. The pandemic brought

side of history but also (and perhaps

home, in deeply personal ways,

The European Commission set the

more importantly) by a recognition

the inevitable consequences of an

frame, but the real inflection point

that capital allocation was changing

economic system that is wired to

came when the Green Deal poured

seismically.

deplete the planet.

fuel on three powerful market forces
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“Older generations are coming to terms with
the moral implications of condemning future
generations to a lifetime of permanent,
worsening disruption. It is the moral dimension
that will ultimately drive the shift, not politics
or economics. ”
– Sir Jonathon Porritt
Founder director, Forum for the Future

Indeed, between April and June

carbon-intensive industries into

2020, in the early months of the

companies perceived to be net-zero

pandemic, we hit a record for sus-

enablers. The oil and gas sector,

tainable investment. For example,

the engine of the 20th century

funds that prioritise ESG investment

world economy,6, 7 underwent deep

– that is, companies with business

change. As access to capital tight-

models that deliver not just financial

ened for hydrocarbon exploration

but also environmental, social and

and production, the sector both con-

governance-related returns – saw

solidated and split into two camps,

global assets under management

with European majors typically

3

hit USD 1 trillion. This number

doing what they could to lean into

climbed steadily through to 2025 as

the advance of clean energy, while

ESG-based investments regularly

others doubled down on their legacy

outperformed the market average

businesses to fight for remaining

and the EU rolled out a taxonomy to

demand.

4

help investors vet and pick bona fide
sustainable ventures.5

By 2025, no matter the industry, it is

What we saw in 2020 turned out to

es simply eliminate in-house emis-

be the early tremors preceding an

sions. Investors scrutinise not just

earthquake in the landscape of

scope 1 and 2 emissions but also

capital. Billions flowed out of

scope 3. No company is competitive

not enough that European business-

if its business model does not
actively suppress emissions along
its entire value chain, right through
Question for business leaders

How is your business preparing
to compete as capital becomes
more and more carbon-averse?
48

to the end user.

Market force 2: batteries
turbo-charge electrification
In 2023, a year earlier than projected, average battery prices fell to
USD 100 per kilowatt-hour (having

“For the first time, our emotions across cultures
and borders are synchronised – we all have
the same reference point. We shouldn’t
underestimate how powerful this is in uniting
us across the globe.”
– Yves Daccord
Former director-general, ICRC and fellow, Berkman Klein Center

been at USD 1,000/kWh in 2010 and

road by 2030.12 The existing truck

government grants, zero-interest

USD 156/kWh in 2019). Advances

fleet is increasingly tanked up with

rate loans and tax rebates13 –

in storage technology followed. The

highly regulated biofuel, refined

Europe´s market for heat pumps

knock-on effects were far-reaching.

from biomass harvested from land

took off. Not only does this tech jive

unsuitable for food or feed produc-

with Brussels´ interests in reducing

tion. From this strategy we see a

reliance on energy imports; it also

double win: first, a new revenue

cleans up air quality in homes and

8

In 2025, EVs have hit cost parity with
diesel and petrol cars across all European countries.9 By this time, most
European countries have committed
to ambitious targets for ending sales
of new fossil fuel cars, with Norway
leading the pack.10 But Europe´s car
manufacturers had already seen the
writing on the wall. By 2025, Volkwagen has invested EUR 73 billion in
EVs and self-driving tech; and a third
of the cars BMW produces are elec-

“In order to mobilise capital in the right
direction we need robust, transparent
metrics.”
– Kjerstin Braathen
CEO, DNB

tric.11 The century-long dominance
of the internal combustion engine in
personal transport is over.

stream for central and eastern Euro-

starts to take a significant bite out of

pean countries (several of which are

residential building emissions.

Analysts are saying we´ll have to

trying to make the transition from

wait a while longer until trucking

coal); and second, a loosening of

can be electrified at meaningful

the supply-side constraints that had

scale (mainly due to the size of the

prevented biofuels from fulfilling

infrastructure that needs to be in

their reduction potential in shipping

place for it to work, and the battery

and aviation.

Deal, investors and innovators

the weight). In the meantime, the

Beyond transport, the advance of

to strengthen the EU´s Emissions

EU´s hydrogen strategy is on track

renewables in Europe´s electricity

Trading Scheme (EU ETS) to actually

towards the target of getting a

mix is also cleaning up its residential

convert into a robust price on car-

100,000 hydrogen-powered trucks

sector, a major source of emissions.

bon. On each occasion the watchers

and 1,000 refuelling stations on the

Between 2020 and 2025 – stoked by

had cause to be disappointed. In the

Market force 3: a higher price
on carbon starts kicking
For a decade or so before the Green
had watched eagerly for pledges

efficiency needed to bring down
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“The question is: what do your shareholders really
want? Do they really want to continue optimising
dividends for the next 3-5 years and then go
somewhere else when your business model
becomes obsolete?”
– Thomas Thune Andersen
Chairman, Ørsted

second half of 2020 the price per

mission has instituted (after many

tonne of CO₂ floated at around EUR

revisions) a border tax on carbon

28, far short of the EUR 100 range

to protect Europe´s best-in-class

considered to be required to reach

industries from dirtier international

the target of net-zero emissions by

competitors.17,18

2050.14,15

EUR 60 per tonne of CO2-equivalent

In 2021, to the surprise of many,

represents a massive (and surpris-

things started to happen. The Com-

ing) jump, but it is still too little

mission pushed on with measures

to knock down barriers to all the

to take out the oversupply of carbon

technology we need to get to

allowances – the principal reason

net-zero. To fill the gap, something

for the historically limp carbon

more is needed. Carbon Contracts

price. And the trading scheme was

for Difference are playing a deci-

extended to include shipping – other

sive role by paying low-emissions

sectors follow in the ensuing years.16

companies against a higher carbon

By 2025 the per-tonne price has

price.19 And the EU´s EUR 10 billion

climbed to EUR 60 and the Com-

Innovation Fund is driving the
commercialisation of low-carbon
technologies. 20
By 2025 the market signal from

Question for business leaders

How are you ensuring that your
business is actively minimising
emissions across your entire value
chain? How do you avoid carbon
dumping onto another supply chain
partner, industry or geography?
50

these measures is unmistakable.
Still too expensive and too smallscale to make any substantive
impact, carbon capture and storage
(CCS) is starting to attract more
meaningful investment. And yet,
with a renewables-based electricity system and a highly electrified
transport sector, the job that Europe
needs CCS to do is much smaller
than originally anticipated, and is

“In competition with the giants of the world,
every European country is small. We need to
realise that we have complementary competence
and work together to have more impact.”
– Håkon Haugli
CEO, Innovation Norway

slated to focus on industries like

avarice – were set aside. United

and 2016, Europe´s GDP had grown

cement where emissions can´t easily

by shared desired outcomes,

by 53% while its emissions fell by

be taken out by renewables.

government and business found

23%. From 2020 to 2025, the trend

a new way of collaborating that

continued, with GDP growing stead-

moved beyond a transfer of cash.

ily if a little modestly with emissions

This form of collaboration was

dropping by 40% of 1990 levels.24

When it comes to carbon pricing,
the EU is not the only player on the
pitch. One of President Biden´s first
initiatives, which surprised many by
gaining narrow bipartisan support,
is a federal carbon tax.

21,22

And after

launching its own cap-and-trade

instead about combining respective

To sum it all up: we have 60 months

strengths: taking the democratic

and 15 percentage points to go be-

legitimacy, public policy expertise

fore being able to proclaim success

and early-stage investment muscle

scheme in 2021, China has advanced
quickly, making good on its plans
to expand from coal- and gas-fired
power generation to other sectors.

23

In 2025, the market internalisation of
carbon is decidedly underway.

Change the narrative, change
the world
Looking back from the vantage-point

“We’ve seen proof that Europe does work
together – in both good times and bad.
Climate change will be an opportunity
for Europe to lead.”
– Peter Voser
Chairman, ABB

of 2025, we see how this faster-thanprojected change depended not
just on explosive chain reactions
among market forces but also on a
deep reset of the interface between
government and business.
At the heart of the reset was a shift
in narratives. Partnership-killing
storylines – about bureaucratic
incompetence and private sector

of governments, and welding it with

on our bid to reduce emissions by

the technological capacity, business

55% by 2030.

modelling know-how and scaling
expertise of companies.

This is definitely stretchy – but

So, in 2025, propelled by tipping

Europe´s capitals is more or less:

points in the market and much more

we can do this! And yet we are not

dynamic public-private partnerships,

even halfway to carbon neutrality.

Europe´s emissions continue to

What´s more, scientists and activists

decouple from GDP. Between 1990

are admonishing, with increasing

not outlandish. The sentiment in
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“As an industry, we have to play our part in
helping our customers and wider society to reach
net-zero emissions. What we need to do now is
engage, listen and co-create and give people a
chance to be part of the change with us.”
– Huibert Vigeveno
Downstream director, Shell

stridency, that neutrality by mid-cen-

is clear is that, no matter what, the

tury is too late. These warnings

final stretch to neutrality – removing

gain force as the climate system

almost 3.3 gigatonnes of CO2 from

punishes emissions from the past,

Europe´s economy, nearly as much

meting out storms, floods, fires and

as was emitted by India and Canada

droughts to countries around the
globe, rich ones and poor one alike.
It is of course the latter who suffer
disproportionately – many have

combined in 2019 – will be steep and
hard.26

A promise broken

not recovered from the human and

As we start the journey from 2025

economic devastation wrought by

to 2030 we very quickly notice our

the 2020 pandemic.

handicap: jobs. While industry has

25

created masses of jobs to drive
The European Commission is

Europe´s new economy, they are

now signalling that it may table

too few and not evenly distributed.

a proposal next year to bring the

Simply put: the Green Deal´s Just

carbon neutrality goal forward. It

Transition has not been as just as it

is not clear how it will fare. What

needs to be.
For Eva Jonsson and many others,
adjusting to life in the era of the

Question for business leaders

How are you working differently with
government in order to allow space
for a truly systems approach to Green
Deal implementation – whereby the
right technology is applied to the right
industry in the right order?
52

Green Deal has been relatively
painless and indeed quite enriching,
especially in comparison to life
during the pandemic. But those
that found it easy typically had
something in common – their home
countries entered the pandemic with
relatively diversified, strong economies with robust social safety nets
and lower dependence on fossil fuel
production.

“In the US, jobs in the fossil fuel industry tend
to be unionised with higher wages and benefits
compared with the new jobs in renewables. We
need to be careful we do not underestimate this
difference and its social impact.”
– Martin Skancke
Chair, Principles for Responsible Investment

For people in historically

pay the price in terms of impacts; we

carbon-dependent countries, the

also have to sprint harder, for longer,

transition has been more painful. In

to make it.

the early years of the Green Deal –
from 2020 to 2023 – the Just Transition Mechanism compensated these
harder-hit countries with funding to
help pay for the reskilling of workers
and the creation of new jobs for
them to go to. But the funds fell
short of the need. And now, as we

The early successes of the Green
Deal were made possible because
of a renewed business-government
partnership. To see this agenda
through, this partnership needs to
hold, outliving electoral cycles and
terms of service.

close out 2025, electorates in these
countries are becoming justifiably
disgruntled – fertile ground for
the anti-science populism that we
know from experience will slow our
advance.

The clock strikes 11
In 2025, Europe has much to be
proud of. We are competing internationally in clean tech. The companies

“If we had decades to sort this out, there
are many things to feel positive about.
But the reality is – if we’re serious about
2°C, never mind 1.5°C – we’ve got years,
not decades.”
– Iain Watt
Independent consultant on climate change

that changed their business models
are thriving in a low-carbon economy. Air quality has improved and
with it public health and productivity. Biodiversity is beginning to
recover. We have made a respectable dent in our emissions. But we
also know we started the push at the
11th hour. So not only do we have to
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Signals of change
11th Hour is a work of fiction but it is inspired by real events and
trends, among them changing investment preferences, concerns
about our ability to decarbonise the hard-to-abate sectors and
insufficient progress on transforming our food system.

the offshore wind market – to some extent thanks to its
success in repurposing offshore competence and infra-

Capital: the villain becomes
the hero?

structure from its oil and gas industry. By 2022, capex
in offshore wind is set to surpass that for oil and gas

Because of its historical preference for short-term
returns, finance was for a long time considered a
brake on the evolution of a low-carbon economy. But
this is changing. In July 2020, assets in sustainable
investment funds hit a record high of just over USD
1 trillion.27 Green bonds hit USD 255 billion in 2019,
up 50% from the previous year.28 Increasingly these
investments simply make investing sense, with the
long-term performance of ESG funds outpacing tradi-

exploration and production – a pre-covid trend buoyed
by low oil prices.33 Europe´s contribution to storage will
also help make offshore wind increasingly competitive.
At present China is dominant, producing almost 80%
of the world´s lithium cells.34 But Europe is catching up,
its manufacturing capacity growing faster than that of
both China and the US.35 By 2030, Europe is expected
to pass Japan, South Korea and the US to become the
world´s second largest producer.36

tional funds on a one-, five- and ten-year timeframe.29,30
For the companies that move, the reward could be
great; those that resist risk punishment. According to
research conducted for the UN-backed Principles for
Responsible Investment, regulation, carbon pricing and

Hard-to-abate sectors: nota bene

technological disruption could wipe between USD 1.6

Europe´s decarbonisation successes to date have relied

and 2.3 trillion off the market cap of the world´s biggest

on doing what is easiest first – driving energy efficiency

companies if they don´t reduce carbon exposure.

and fuel-switching as well as scaling renewables-based

31

power. But a significant portion of global emissions
(22%) is locked in the so-called ´hard-to-abate´ sectors –
highly energy-intensive industries like steel and cement
that supply the inputs for the built environment (which

European competitiveness:
playing to win(d)
During the first half of 2020, renewable energy’s share
in the EU´s power generation mix jumped by almost 10
percentage points to 40%.32 Over a third of this share
comes from wind. Europe is doing especially well in
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is undergoing particularly fast expansion in emerging
economies).37,38 It isn´t that the technological solutions
don´t exist – they are, however, more expensive. But
the Energy Transitions Commission estimates that the
decarbonisation of these sectors might not cost more
than 0.5% of global GDP.39

Climate change impacts: right
here, right now
One of the hardest things for the public to understand
about climate change is the delay between emissions
and the climate´s response to those emissions. Even
if we turned off our CO₂ taps now, a range of climate
impacts are already locked in. For example, as temperatures rise, we are likely to see more disease. Between
2004 and 2018, US cases of vector-borne illnesses
doubled.40 The same trend is seen in Europe where experts have issued warnings about the projected growth
of vector-borne illnesses in the coming decades.41 We
can also expect more wildfires like those that destroyed
2,800 homes in Australia in 2019-2020 – and more
drought, like the one that helped stoke the conflict in
Syria.42 More storms are on the horizon as well – and
crop failure, water scarcity and rising sea levels could
force up to 143 million people to leave their homes.43

Agriculture: power to the farmer
The global food system accounts for nearly a third
of the world´s greenhouse gas emissions; if we don´t
change course, it could be responsible for 70% of
global emissions by 2050, assuming other industries
decarbonise in line with two degrees.51,52 Our food
system also swallows huge amounts of natural resources, undermines biodiversity and often contributes

SDGs: two steps forward
one step back
In late 2019, countries around the world re-committed
themselves to the Sustainable Development Goals – a
raft of objectives agreed in 2015 that together form a
globally agreed framework for human development.
And though progress had been patchy, there were real
advances to be proud of – not least the decrease in extreme poverty, falling child mortality rates and increase
in the share of children and youth in school.44 But covid
has violently interrupted this progress, threatening to
push an estimated 71 million people back into poverty,
the first rise since 1998.45 School closures have kept
90% of the world´s students out of school and caused
over 370 million children to miss out on school meals
they depend on.46,47 The global gains in reducing child
labour are likely to be reversed for the first time in
20 years, as families make heart-breaking choices to
protect incomes. From experience we can expect girls

to economic exclusion by not providing a fair deal for
the world´s primary producers. In 2020, as part of the
European Green Deal, the EU launched its Farm to Fork
Strategy, which aims to convert Europe´s food system
into a mechanism for fighting climate change and other
environmental ills while building food security, improving nutrition and increasing competitiveness.53 Success
depends fundamentally on farmers themselves. It is
crucial that they are equipped with the knowledge
and incentives to cut direct agricultural emissions (for
example through better farming techniques, reduced
use of fertiliser, etc.) as well as emissions from land
clearing, which reduces the amount of carbon sequestered in forests. We have much work to do. In 2017, 44%
of farmers in the UK said they took no action to reduce
emissions; and half reported that they did not think
it was important to consider emissions when making
decisions about farming practices.54 A future-fit food
system will remain out of reach unless farmers are
rewarded for sustainable practices.

to bear the heaviest brunt.48 It is estimated that covid
will result in 2.5 million more child marriages and that
we´ll see a concomitant rise in developing nations´
birthrates.49,50
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Leadership choices
In 11th hour, the Europe of 2025 has made powerful gains towards its emissions
targets – thanks to the Green Deal as well as the market´s embrace of no- and
low-emissions businesses. But we still have a long way to go to carbon neutrality.
The business-government partnership needs to stand strong. From this view of
the future, we identify two choices...

Choice 3: Become an enabling
partner to Green Deal
government
The business case: the Green
Deal won´t succeed unless
business and government
get practical about how their
partnership model needs to
change

first time, we have a gameplan

together under the same ambition

that treats the European economy

of net-zero by 2050.

as an interconnected system, a
precondition for reaching climate

But only some of the solutions –

neutrality. It plans to manage our

and investments – will come from

different energy sectors (electricity,

government. The crux of the deal

gas, heating, transport and industry)

relies on stimulating private capital.

Climate change is the archetypal

as one system, and accounts for

And the scale of the challenge – the

´wicked problem´. Not only is it com-

carbon emissions and savings

green energy that needs to be

plex in itself, with impacts separated

outside of the energy sector as well.

generated, the energy efficiency im-

from cause over both time and geog-

It also brings all the member states

provements that need to be imple-

raphy. It is also that the measures
needed to achieve net-zero emissions entail a staggering amount
of coordination across intersecting
economic and social strata. Here in
Europe, key actors include Brussels,
national and local governments, and
large and small businesses – not to
mention citizens. Their actions need
to dovetail not only with each other
but with similar clusters in other
regions of the world.
This is why so much is riding on
the European Green Deal. For the
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“A public-private equilibrium in which
government is less effective and less
trusted is not a good equilibrium. I think
business should take responsibility for
rising the tide. How can we serve as an
enabler and an accelerant? ”
– Clare Barclay
CEO, Microsoft UK

“Partnerships are great but we need to be very
purposeful about who we bring together. What
are the comparative advantages that each partner
brings to the table? This can´t be a hobby. It needs
to be something they do for a living.”
– Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard

mented and the carbon that needs
to be sequestered in soil, trees and
reservoirs – requires working with
small and large businesses across
more than 27 countries.
Whether or not the European Green
Deal succeeds as a shared industrial
policy, thus unlocking the compet-

“As a corporation, you need to impact
what you can impact. We need to
focus on what we are good at and not
everything else.”
– Hans Vestberg
Chairman and CEO, Verizon

itive benefits for Europe´s companies, depends to a large extent on
whether business and government
can find new ways of partnering.

Call to action: three
adjustments in business´
posture vis-à-vis government

how to change this interface to get

that government is incapable of

more done faster. Business leaders

innovation; all the innovations that

can start this process by making

make modern smartphones so smart

some adjustments in order to

– the internet, GPS, touchscreen and

become a truly enabling partner to

voice-activation – can be traced back

the Green Deal.

to government-funded research.
And of course, for all the power of

What lessons did the pandemic pro-

Adjustment 1: adopt an
empowering narrative

business, it has neither the demo-

Narratives matter. Goethe tells us

widespread change. The pandemic

that if you treat people as they are,

has illustrated that solving wicked

they will remain as they are. But

problems – whether a pandemic or

if you treat them as they could be,

a systems transition to a net-zero

they will become what they could

economy – depends on strong,

be. While government is beset with

trustworthy government able to

problems – bureaucratic slowness,

wield muscular policy instruments.

lack of needed competence and

But government won´t become the

Unlocking a new phase in public-

sometimes outright corruption

capable partner business needs

private collaboration requires that

– these storylines can veer into

unless business narratives create the

we get intensely practical about

caricature. For example it isn´t true

space for this growth.

vide for the future of the businessgovernment partnership? On the one
hand, many of the leaders we spoke
with were dismayed at the fractured
response we saw in Europe, especially in the first months of 2020. On
the other, many of the leaders we
spoke with felt that the pandemic
had released renewed momentum
for collaboration.

cratic legitimacy nor the expertise to
run the public policy needed to drive
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“As we seek to implement the Green
Deal, I think it is key that we distinguish
between ends and means – between
where we need to go and how we get
there. Government should do the former
but leave business to figure out the
latter.”

Adjustment 3: be able to put the
system first
Businesses need to sell their
products and services. Much of the
business interface with government
is therefore driven by a desire to
secure policy and regulation that
advances the health of the markets
for these products and services.
But as we embark on the 30-year
journey to implement the Green
Deal, governments need to be able

– Hein Schumacher
CEO, Royal FrieslandCampina

to manage the economic transition
as a complex system, tuning
incentives as they learn what solu-

Adjustment 2: find new
mechanisms
As one CEO pointed out, around a
decade ago, government was calling
for business to lean into the effort
to fight climate change. Business
responded, and today engagement
is rapidly rising. Yet government processes are often not able to integrate
this engagement. Governments
often employ innovation funds to
foster private-sector innovation but
not all funds are designed well. One
common flaw is that many of these
funds favour companies that have
the money and resources to write
bids, stifling competition.55 And

according to several of the leaders

tions work best for which sectors.

we spoke with, too much of the

Deciding which sectors to electrify,

dialogue is focused on asking for

where to allocate limited bioenergy

money – policymakers often want

resources and where it makes

companies to invest in projects that

most sense to scale hydrogen, for

make less commercial sense but

example, will be fiendishly difficult

deliver positive social outcomes,

no matter what. But it will become

while many companies focus their

nearly impossible if businesses use

asks on tax incentives. Business

old-school lobbying and industry

and government need to find new

associations to slow systems

mechanisms for collaboration that

change in order to protect products

are constructed specifically to work

and services that hamper progress

with, and not against, organisational

towards net-zero. The success of

interests and core capabilities in

the Green Deal will depend on a

service of shared aims.

systems-first view, where business
innovation works in tandem with
the regulatory innovation needed to
decarbonise Europe´s economy.

“On the political side, we’re stuck in structures.
The decisions we need demand time to
implement – we can´t rip them up every four
years or whenever parliamentary majorities
shift.”
– Henrik Henriksson
President and CEO, Scania
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Choice 4: Embrace carbon
competitiveness as BAU
The business case: the
market has moved on and it
won´t go back

increase to 65% as more countries

into a new phase when it comes to

sign up. With Biden installed in

decarbonisation. In the past busi-

office we can almost certainly expect

nesses typically limited emissions

an ambitious US target, too.

reduction efforts to the four walls of

It has been a long journey – much
longer than it should have been –

What´s critical is that these targets

but government, society and the

migrate from statecraft to ´market-

market are aligning powerfully on

craft´. In the past, investors were

the need to decouple our economy

seen as holding back the transfor-

from emissions of greenhouse

mation to the sustainable economy,

gases.

eager for the higher returns on

their operations. This meant that the
responsibility for reduction was
offloaded onto supply chain partners, consumers or other geographies. This strategy has run out of
rope. Systemic climate competitiveness will become BAU.

dirtier assets that didn´t account
The first person to theorise the

for negative externalities. In 2020

connection between atmospheric

capital seemed to fall distinctly out

carbon dioxide and the earth´s tem-

of love with carbon. The runway to a

perature was Eunice Newton Foote.

low-carbon economic model seems

Foote found that a sun-warmed

much clearer than it has ever been

To remain competitive, businesses

cylinder containing CO₂ trapped

before.

and their leaders need to adopt a

more heat than one without. This

Call to action: adopt
three assumptions to be
competitive on climate

new set of assumptions for how

was in 1856, three years before John

The signs are that businesses across

they invest, operate and make key

Tyndall presented the work that

the industrial spectrum are moving

decisions in this new landscape:

typically wins him credit for kicking
off climate science as we know it.
The lag between climate knowledge
and climate action has been long.
But the experience of the past year
suggests we might have turned
a corner. Advanced industrialised
economies seem to be vying for
the position as the world´s greenest
economy. In 2020 a slew of net-zero
targets were announced – the EU,
South Korea, Canada and Japan,
together with more than 110 other
countries, have now pledged carbon
neutrality by 2050.56 China has
pledged to get there by 2060. This
means that about 50% of global
CO₂ emissions are now covered by

“We need to incentivise sustainable
farming so that farmers get a financial
return on their investment in better
practices. Historically, farmers have
been paid based on volume and quality.
They should also be paid based on
nutritional content, how much carbon
they sequester in the soil, and water use.”
– Pablo Barrera Lopez
EVP, communications and procurement, Yara

net-zero commitments. In the first
quarter of 2021 this number is set to
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“Corporate social responsibility is paying
out of your profit, whereas ESG is about
making your company relevant.”

ambition is to reach 29% by 2030.61
Microsoft is going further, pledging
to be not just carbon-neutral but
carbon-negative by 2030. By 2050 it
will remove from the environment
all the carbon the company has

– Thomas Thune Andersen
Chairman, Ørsted

ever emitted (either directly or via
electricity consumption) since it was
founded in 1975.62

Assumption 1: capital will
become carbon-averse
Capital is moving away from carbon.

Assumption 2: scope 3
performance will become a
differentiator

The Net Zero Asset Managers

Over the past two decades, compa-

initiative brings together a group of

nies´ climate mitigation efforts have

investors managing assets worth

focused predominantly on scope

more than USD 9 trillion around a

1 and 2 emissions. Scope 1 covers

pledge to invest only in companies

emissions produced by a company´s

that have committed to reach net-

direct operations, while scope 2

zero by 2050 our sooner.57 Another

refers to emissions from the gener-

example is NEST (the UK’s largest

ation of the electricity, heating and

pension scheme by members),

cooling that that company purchas-

which will phase out all companies

es. Scope 3 covers emissions from

who derive 15% or more of revenue

the wider value chain – where the

from fossil fuels by 2025 (it has

majority of emissions is found.

already divested from BHP).58

A range of companies – among

As capital´s appetite for low-carbon

them Unilever, Statkraft and

investment increases we can also

EDF – use internal carbon pricing

expect that the standards investors

to remove emissions from their

use to choose their bets will become

operations, typically covering just

more streamlined and more robust.

scope 1 and 2 emissions. Unilever

GRI is bringing together five global

is trying to take this to the next level

sustainability framework- and

by including scope 3 emissions in

standard-setting organisations,

some divisions.59,60

and the big four accountancy firms
are working together to establish
sustainability accounting standards.
And the Green Deal itself puts
forward both a sustainable finance
taxonomy and non-financial
reporting requirements to guide
green investments. Businesses
should waste no time in preparing
for this new reality.
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We can expect the 2020s to be the
decade in which companies will
be increasingly expected to take
responsibility for their scope 3
emissions. BT Group provides an
example of supplier engagement to
reduce emissions. Working with its
supplier base, BT has managed to
cut scope 3 emissions by 7.3%; the

Assumption 3: your team must
become adept at systems
collaboration
Taking true ownership of the entire
value chain requires teams with
different skillsets. In particular
companies need to train their
leaders to become less focused on
optimisation of existing processes
against outdated metrics. Leaders
need to be able to evaluate the
systems impacts of commercial
decisions – for example, how
an action might help or hinder a
supplier or customer in keeping their
own emissions down. What´s more,
leaders need to build competence in
forging and sustaining (sometimes
unusual) collaborations with value
chain partners.

“We need systems leadership. We are not trained
in school to collaborate across the various parts
of the value chain. Many are trained to do the
opposite – to optimise the individual parts. But
this is not the time to keep the cards close to
our chests. We must collaborate and that means
being willing to give up some control.”
– Svein Tore Holsether
President and CEO, Yara

“For all the tragedy it has caused, covid is also one
of the ingredients that has pushed ESG five years
forward.”
– Marco Alverà
CEO, Snam

“To thrive in the energy transition, we need to
start with the customer and then move from the
customer back into the products and services
they want and need. Then we need to ask
ourselves how we adjust our services and our
organisation to meet those needs, rather than
focusing on how to bring our assets to market.”
– Huibert Vigeveno
Downstream director, Shell
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The two faces of tech-capitalism
The year is 2025. Europe has emerged from the pandemic
with a much more digitalised economy. This is unlocking
breakthrough outcomes across a range of sectors and
giving birth to a new generation of businesses. However,
while jobs are being created by Europe’s digital economy,
we are not moving fast enough on reskilling those
workers who lost their jobs as a result of the pandemic
and automation. This provides fertile ground for social
media-enabled populism.

Core features
Fourth industrial revolution technologies are making Europe´s cities
smarter and driving advances in public health systems.
Unemployment is high, stemming from a combination of large-scale
headcount reductions and sluggish progress on skilling, reskilling and
upskilling.
Highly-educated workers in some industries are thriving in the digital
workplace, but many are being left behind.
Regulators are still struggling to find the right approach to big tech.
Social media is helping to drive wedges into European society.
62

“Some believe we are facing a referendum on
capitalism. We are being measured not just on
the surplus created within the company, but by
the number of jobs and revenue created outside
the company and by our economic and societal
impact on the markets in which we operate.”
– Clare Barclay
CEO, Microsoft UK
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“We need to embrace the values of the younger
generation, remembering that we stood on the
shoulders of the generations before us. Now we
need to be good shoulders to stand on.”
– Leif Johansson
Chairman, AstraZeneca

The story

apprenticeship last autumn, Eduardo
has been late a few times. Knowing
his time on the premises is monitored and that he’ll be automatically

The year is 2025. It´s 30 April, the

docked for absence, he has resolved

day before Labour Day, or Día del

not to repeat the error.

Trabajador, as it’s called here in Barcelona. Seventeen-year-old Eduardo

He remembers the rush of relief

is speeding down the boardwalk

at having been accepted into the

on a city bike, having learned from

apprentice programme. His mother,

his mobility app Moverse that his

Martina, had been beside herself

usual bus journey was likely to be

with worry throughout his final year

snail-like today. The tourists must

of secondary school. Youth unem-

be clogging up the roads again, he

ployment in Spain, which has been

thinks, as he streaks past the statue

floating between 20% and 50% ever

of Columbus pointing out to sea

since the Franco regime, is at 40% in

beyond the city´s beaches.

2025 – one of the highest rates in the

He cheers inwardly when he catches

the EU´s Bridge to Jobs programme,

sight of Pier 01 – one of Europe’s

she made sure he got all the paper-

many thriving tech hubs. He is going

work in on time.3 Martina herself

to make it on time! After starting his

graduated from Universitat de Bar-

EU.1,2 When Martina found out about

celona with an art history degree in
2008, bad timing for getting a good
job. There is not much she wouldn´t
Question for business leaders

How do education systems need to
change in order to provide the skills we
need in a digital economy?

do to help Eduardo avoid the chronic
financial uncertainty she has had to
deal with as a long-time temp. And
he knows it.
Eduardo absolutely loves the
apprenticeship. A veteran gamer and
robot geek (a passion that ignited
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“It may have the word ´small´ in it, but SMEs are
the largest employer in the world and they need
to be better served in order for us to move past
this crisis.”
– Michael Miebach
CEO, Mastercard

when his cousin showed him Ex
Machina at the age of 12), Eduardo
has always been fascinated by the
mind-bending things that emerge
from the combination of code,
microchips and mechanics. That
he has landed a gig at such a bold
and innovative robotics firm is a
dream. Renovabotics is one of only
a handful of companies in Europe
designing robots built out of recycled parts. With China cornering the
market on rare earth minerals, and
attractive grants available from both

“We are seeing changes becoming a
reality that have been talked about for
decades – among them decentralisation
through the application of the 15-minute
city concept, whereby residents would be
able to access the majority of what they
need within a 15-minute radius.”
– Dr Amy Hochadel
Director of global business, Connected Places Catapult

Brussels and Madrid, the company´s
leadership is betting big on a circular
strategy.

This kicked off a whirlwind of virtual

her) had never made it into steady

Opening doors that seemed
closed

exploration of museums, and not

employment.

Eduardo´s tech enthusiasm is

well as the use of virtual reality – she

starting to rub off on Martina,

could see the brushstrokes much

once deeply disdainful of anything

better this way than in the museum.

´smart´. Her conversion began dur-

But she was left underwhelmed by

ing the 2020 pandemic. After a few

the educational and experiential div-

months of being barred from her

idend of the experience. An idea was

favourite indulgence – visiting art

born: a subscription-based digital

museums – she gave in and joined

platform for connecting museums,

an online seminar by the Museu

art lovers and art historians. She was

Picasso on one of his earliest works,

still friendly with many of her fellow

Science and Charity.

graduates, many of whom (like

just in Barcelona. Martina was
floored by the explosion in access as

At first, she wasn´t sure how to get
going. But when she did the research
that led to Eduardo´s apprenticeship,
she came across Women in Digital,
an EU programme established to
correct the stark imbalance between
male-led and female-led entrepreneurship in the digital sector (in
2020, 93% of capital invested in
European start-ups went to all-male
founding teams!4). Through the programme, Martina received a small
grant to supplement the money she
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“We have unemployment that is not driven by
technology, but by individuals being more
productive. It took a pandemic to make people
see that there can be better ways to approach
tasks.”
– Rick Haythornthwaite
Chairman of Xynteo, chair-elect of Ocado and former chairman of Mastercard

had scraped together. She has also

with dramatic exceptions – most

business models making much fuller

been connected to a mentor, who

notably in aviation, hospitality and

use of fourth industrial revolution

is helping her feel more and more

oil and gas – a surprising number of

technologies. By forcing businesses

confident about her business plan.

business reported excellent num-

through five years’ worth of digi-

bers in 2020.

talisation in as many months, the

The penny drops – and so do
the jobs

So, for many CEOs the penny
dropped: the same output could

2020 pandemic turned out to be an
effective primer for deeper digital
innovation.10

In 2025 getting smaller businesses

be delivered with much lower cost,

going again remains a priority.

even within the parameters of

The 2020 pandemic and its 2021

existing business models. A wave

aftermath wiped out more than

of headcount reductions in 2021

Martina had felt the sharp end of this

10% of all SMEs in Europe, which at

sent millions onto unemployment

´techceleration´ when her reasonably

the time accounted for two-thirds

benefits and into low-pay, low-secu-

regular administrative work with a

of Europe´s private-sector employ-

rity crowdwork. Again, women and

logistics firm dried up. Before the

ment. Woman- and minority-owned

minorities bore the brunt.

pandemic the logistics industry had

5

9

Be my co-bot

been wary of investing in automa-

businesses fared the worst.

6,78

Over the course of 2022-2024 new

tion – for one, e-commerce demand

For larger firms the great surprise

waves of lay-offs swept across

had just been too spiky to make the

was how easily most adapted;

Europe, this time precipitated not by

RoI conclusive enough. The pan-

moving white-collar work online

right-sizing headcount, but by the

demic loosened the dam.11

turned out to be no big deal. Indeed,

aggressive adoption of ´digital-first´
In 2025, warehouses still typically
feature some, but far fewer, humans
(some wearing smart glasses to

Question for business leaders

As we recover, how do we ensure
our businesses contribute to a
thriving SME sector?

help them ´see´ the whole operation
in real time). Robotic arms equipped
with sensors have taken over the
picking, sorting and palletising of
goods; pallets and cases are moved
around by automated vehicles and
swarm robots. The widespread
application of AI to fleet manage-
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“I think when it comes to digital innovation,
European countries like the UK, France,
Germany, Netherlands, Belgium and parts of
Scandinavia will develop immensely and could
be at the same level as Silicon Valley in 10 years.”
—Huibert Vigeveno
Downstream director, Shell

ment is reducing road accidents,
minimising energy consumption
and maximising loads by road, air
and sea. And this documentintensive industry has finally purged
itself of paper, digitalising all its
invoices, bills of lading and customer documents and pulling them onto
the cloud.
In 2025 automation is much more
BAU across industries. And yet
this has not led to the wholesale
robot-takeover prophesied by
headlines back in the 2010s. While
some jobs are fully automatable or
close to fully automatable –

“If you look at payments data, at consumer
behaviour, at consumer confidence, at the
types of businesses that have been doing
well versus those that are struggling, we
see that the societies who have mastered
the situation best are the most digitised.
This is what allows people to stay
productive, to continue to work and live
as close to normal as possible.”
– Kjerstin Braathen
CEO, DNB

Martina´s data-entry job and the
forklift drivers being examples –
most are not. That is, most require a
partnership between a human and

the five years between 2020 and

and 30% of graduates were working

a machine. These ´co-bot´ arrange-

2025 we see a jump of 13.5% – the

in a job where the competences they

ments increase output while freeing

equivalent of close to 97 million new

had acquired at university were not

the human up to do what humans

positions.

required.15

problem-solving and empathetic

The unemployment rate of 2025

In 2025, this disconnect is deeper

customer service.12

– 7% in the EU; 12% in Spain – is

still. Employers need workers who

not so much about the availability

are not just digitally intelligent but

of jobs. It is, however, about the

able to learn and master new func-

availability of skills. Even before

tions all the time. Yet the education

Between 1940 and 2018 jobs that

the pandemic, approximately 40%

system has not caught up – students

did not previously exist rose at an

of EU employers said they were

are still overwhelmingly being

average rate of 8% per decade; in

struggling to find the right talent;

trained on a one-off basis for one

13,14

do best – strategic planning, creative

Mind the (skills) gap
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“The education system needs to be adapted to
the Green Deal. Students need to be prepared
for continuous learning when entering the
workforce; as current knowledge and skills will
be outdated at a quicker pace than ever before.”
– Dr Henrik O. Madsen
Chair, Aker Carbon Capture and Aker Offshore Wind

kind of job, with too little emphasis

where there is a separate regime for

can fulfil the jobs required of the

on advanced digital skills. And

every kind of assistance, from child

business. Thankfully, many rise to

overall we are lagging on reskilling

benefits to disability benefits.

the occasion. By 2025, Europe’s top

the workers who have lost out in the
techceleration.

16

18

Surprisingly, UBI emerges as one
of the few points people along the

firms offer an annual average of 15
days of targeted training compared
to seven in 2020.19 And a growing

New solutions attract
unlikely allies

political spectrum agree on. That it

By 2025 two things are clear: one,

democrats are keen to see UBI take

that we are behind on preparing

a meaningful kick at inequality. The

workers for a hyper-digital economy;

key proof-point turned out not to be

and two, that the digitalisation of the

the pilots in places like Finland and

economy can´t, and won´t, wait. A

California but the indisputable suc-

While the labour market is hard for

handful of European governments

cess of a long-established UBI-esque

many workers, others are thriving.

start piloting universal basic income

programme in staunchly libertarian

Catarina is a living example. A

(UBI) as a means of providing finan-

Alaska.

paediatric surgeon at Barcelona´s

implies smaller government scores
well with conservatives. And social

number are collaborating with
industry peers and suppliers to
improve the quality of skills across
the value chain´s labour pool.20

Health gets smart

Sant Joan de Beu Hospital, she is

cial security. The trials have shown
Ultimately, Europe´s skills deficit

(mostly) thrilled with the way her

use the supplement responsibly.

can´t be solved through universal

effectiveness has been amplified by

What´s more, the bureaucratic bur-

basic income or educational reform.

robotics and imaging technology.

den of a UBI system is significantly

Companies need to take responsi-

About half of her operations have

less than in a needs-based system,

bility for ensuring that their workers

become remote over the last 3-4

that recipients overwhelmingly
17

years, allowing her to take patients
from regions that are under-served
by the public health system. She
Question for business leaders

What are the practical obstacles
to closing Europe’s skills deficit?

also carries out some pro bono work
remotely for a paediatric unit at a
sister hospital in the DRC.
At around 3 o´clock, Catarina logs
on to her last appointment – with
a teenager she operated on about
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“One ticking-time-bomb issue for me has been
the disconnect between the stock market and
the real economy. At some point balance will
need to be restored and when it does it is not
going to be very pretty.”
– Krishna Bodanapu
Managing director and CEO, Cyient

a year ago. His mother joins too –
Catarina can see the tension in her
eyes, even onscreen. Eduardo had
had a small but malignant tumour
behind his right eye – detected by a
scan after his uncle was diagnosed
with a form of hereditary cancer.
Luckily for Eduardo, Spain´s public
health service had just kicked off a
big campaign to drive pre-emptive
medicine, using technologies like
AI and machine learning to comb
genetic data and lifestyle informa-

“For the first time in a few crises,
banks were not in the spotlight as the
culprits. We were part of the solution,
collaborating with government to
implement measures to help the
real economy. This has been a big
opportunity and a big responsibility. ”
– Alejandra Kindelán Oteyza
Head of research and public policy, Santander

tion to predict illness. Eduardo’s
experience matches a broader trend:
the cancer survival rate in Spain has
climbed 5% in the last two years.

missed since people don’t have to

to – how can we expect people to

take so much time off from work or

take responsibility for their long-

Catarina tells Eduardo that she is

school – plus, she likes being able

term health if they don’t even have

happy to see that his hair has grown

to work from home when that is

their own information to hand?

back, and through the health app

possible.

(Anti-) trust in big tech

checks his pulse, temperature and
ECG. With a warm smile, she also

One thing Catarina is uneasy about

reports that the results from the

is the management of medical

Catarina is pretty passionate about

test he had to do at home last week

information. She has read that the

data ownership writ large. She

looked good. The shadow on the

health service is piloting blockchain

followed closely the campaign in

mother´s face lifts.

records, which would put patients in

the US for a ‘Bill of Data Rights’.

charge of their own medical profiles.

She thinks the movement is tackling

Though she misses seeing most

She is happy to hear this, as long as

many fascinating questions, not

of her patients in person, Catarina

it’s safe and secure. She thinks it´s

least the continuing debate around

appreciates the advantages of video

crazy that medical data, locked up as

whether and how consumers should

consultations. She has noticed that

it is in so many silos, is so inaccessi-

get paid for the use of their data.

far fewer check-ins get moved or

ble to the people it actually belongs

Initially this makes perfect sense to

21
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“There’s a dark war that’s being fought – an
information war that’s linking nationalism and
populism to racism and xenophobia in order to
destabilise liberal democracy.”
– Peter Drobac
Director, Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship, University of Oxford

The truth hurts

her: why is it that all other compa-

for smaller players.23 Legislation

nies pay for their inputs, but social

introduced in 2020 and passed in

media companies do not? And yet

2023 holds platforms responsible for

At 5 o´clock, Catarina packs up and

she is learning that this could be

the content they host and seriously

leaves the hospital. Moverse tells

a red herring. Users would simply

curtails the ability of large compa-

her that the tram is quicker than

end up getting paid a pittance in

nies to dominate their markets.

the bus today (knowing that she

exchange for control of their virtual

prefers to avoid bikes when there is
While Brussels´ bullish posture is

a chance of rain, the app does not

a right, not a commodity.

appreciated by citizens like Catarina,

even recommend bike share).

Among the one billion users who

not clear. By the time the regulation

As the tram makes its way through

have by 2025 left Facebook or let

landed, big tech was already so big

a previously run-down neigh-

their profiles go idle, Catarina is glad

and experienced that, after some

bourhood, she notes the housing

to live in the EU, where governance

initial kicking, it used this size and

developments going up at breakneck

on big tech feels more robust than in

savviness to find workarounds.24

pace. Her iPhone vibrates with an

the US and China.22 After rolling out

Indeed, it may be that the intended

alert announcing that these devel-

GDPR in 2018, European regulators

cure backfires and hurts the patient,

opments will include co-working

have continued to be assertive on

with smaller companies suffering

spaces that can be rented by the

tech governance, focusing hard

from the cost of implementing

hour. Annoyed, she reminds herself

on reining in the power of the

legislation designed for giants.

to update her privacy settings

selves. Privacy, the camp argues, is

the real long-term outcome is still

tech titans in order to create space

against ads yet again, thinking: ‘if
I can use a robot to operate on a
patient hundreds of miles away, why
can’t they invent a better business
model than advertising?’

Question for business leaders

What is the next step for tech
governance in Europe? What is the
right balance between privacy and
competitiveness?

Out of habit, she opens Instagram
and starts scrolling, her initial apathy
turning to irritation as she lands on
a post by Sofia, a childhood friend
from her hometown of Viladecans, a
suburban area outside of Barcelona.
It is a photograph of Sofia’s six-yearold – a lovely dark-eyed girl, smiling
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“Employment is not only economics – it’s also
about identity. Having a job not only represents a
safety-net and means of basic survival, it allows
for a sense of contribution to wider society.”
– H.E. Tarja Halonen
Former president of Finland

impishly in the late afternoon sun
– with the caption:
Fight for your family´s health!
#nohayvacunaparamihija
#novaccineformykid
She recalls with incredulity Sofia´s
vociferous social media support for
Vox, the far-right party seeking to roll
back ´radical left-wing feminism´ to
reinstate ´traditional gender roles´.
It´s hard to reconcile the Sofia she
remembers from her youth – the star
of the football team and a diligent
student – with the Sofia she sees on
her screen. Why doesn´t she get it?

“One of the scary things about the
pandemic is the line between the rich
and the poor. The ones that were already
well off are better positioned to manage.
We still have jobs; we still have income.
But what about all the people in the
informal economy with no safety net
but the goodwill of their family and
neighbours? ”
– Svein Tore Holsether
President and CEO, Yara

Catarina fumes.
Her watch clocks a slight elevation
of blood pressure as she thinks of
all the misinformation circulating
like a sickness. She thought that
her beloved Spain, the birthplace
of Picasso, Gaudi and Goya, had
learned the lessons of its past. That
Spain could become anything like
Trump-era America had seemed
wildly implausible. Now…she was
not so sure. Though out of office and
the limelight for years now, Trump’s
tactics had been eagerly studied and
were now being aped by European

populists exploiting the unemploy-

to push the ´truth´ onto people who

ment crisis to win power.

have already locked onto a different
worldview (proven to be about as

A few days ago she listened to a

effective as the Allied practice of

podcast about the fight against

dropping leaflets on German lines

the so-called ´misinfodemic´. The

during the second world war), the

speaker, an e-activist, argued that

campaign was trying to tap into

the future would be won by those

deeper values – the desire for secu-

who excelled at spreading ideas.

rity, respect, dignity and freedom.

He described how his organisation

Even more important than the

had analysed what made fake news

message, he said, is the messenger.

spread so virally and then embed-

The campaign deliberately eschews

ded these traits into public informa-

celebrity spokespeople, experts

tion campaigns. Instead of trying

and others perceived to be aloof
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“As leaders, we are not allowed to give up on
our people. Everyone has potential and it is
our job to keep them motivated to reach their
potential.”
– Thorhild Widvey
Chair, Statkraft

elites, opting for trusted members

going. A few years ago she voted

of the community – church leaders,

for a public bond that funded the

farmers, shopkeepers, teachers – to

conversion of disused factory

bear messages.

buildings into a high-tech vertical

Lost in thought, Catarina starts as
her phone reminds her that the tram
has reached her stop. With her jacket, phone and bag jumbled together
in her arms, she hurries onto the
pavement in front of her building.

farm – intended as a showcase of
Europe´s commitment to finally
doing something meaningful to
reduce emissions from food production. And now here she was, reaping
the harvest, so to speak.

The door opens automatically as

As she eats, Catarina re-reads

the system registers her smartwatch

Eduardo´s medical journal while

connecting to the building’s wifi; so

a 1990s soap opera runs in the

too does the elevator, which depos-

background. She likes to have the

its her on the seventh floor.

retro TV running; it reminds her of

Comfort food

her grandmother.
At ten o´clock her watch beeps,

Her meals for the week are waiting for

signalling that she should get ready

her on the welcome mat. She is curi-

for bed in order to get eight hours

ous to see what has been chosen for

of sleep. On the other side of town,

her on the basis of previous reviews

Eduardo´s watch does the same.

and her restaurant history. In the box,
there’s lab-grown meat, fresh farmed

Both ignore the alert – tomorrow

fish and fruit and vegetables grown

is, after all, a holiday, with only one

in the AI-controlled greenhouses

thing on the agenda – the Labour

of Zona Franca, the old industrial

Day march for employment security

neighbourhood of Barcelona.

for all.

She smiles to herself, feeling a
twinge of pride at the thought of
having helped to get that project
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“We need to accept that change is going to
happen and that while it is good in a macro
sense, it will be difficult and painful for the
individual. Europe is the only continent that
has a social welfare system that, if repurposed,
could act as a safety net for those people that
need to change. That´s why I feel Europe could
be first to make the transition from job security
to employment security. Instead of legislation
protecting the job, which creates rigidity,
and even excludes other individuals from
the labour market and makes some countries
less competitive, Europe could leverage its
infrastructure to ensure a more fluid workforce
that would help shift resources to where they
need to upskill and reskill at scale. At the same
time it would need to go through a difficult
ideological shift. Europe has a very strong
union presence that considers protecting jobs as
their sole role.
– Jonas Prising
Chairman and CEO, ManpowerGroup
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Signals of change
Utechia / Dystechia is a work of fiction but it is inspired by real
events and trends, among them the impact of the pandemic on
unemployment and gender parity in the workplace, as well as the
relationship between social media and populism.

The state of employment:
don´t forget the small fry
The pandemic has rocked Europe´s labour market.
During the second quarter of 2020, 5.5 million jobs
were lost;25 this number excludes the tens of millions
on furlough across the region. As of October 2020, the
EU´s official unemployment rate sat at around 7.6%;
in the eurozone it was a notch higher, at 8.4%. Thanks
to aggressive government intervention to cushion the
blow, unemployment is considered ´muted´ in relation
to the drop in economic activity. The EU expects that
unemployment will continue to rise in 2021 as emergency measures are phased out, but that joblessness

able to work from home (as matter of course rather

will ease as the economy recovers in 2022 (or 2023,

than a perk) will lessen the work-to-family trade-offs

depending on our success in containing the recent

that disadvantage women as they attempt to ascend the

resurgence of the virus as well as the vaccine roll-out).

leadership-and-pay ladder.29 This sounds both promis-

A key test will be Europe´s ability to protect its small

ing and plausible, but in the meantime the pandemic´s

26

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which account

impact on employment has hit women harder than

for two-thirds of Europe’s private-sector employment.

men (and women of colour particularly). This seems

European SMEs have been slammed by the pandemic

new: pre-pandemic recessions have tended to hit men

– a McKinsey survey of 2,200 European SMEs from

hardest or land on men and women equally. This time

27

August 2020 suggested that 55% would need to shutter

around, though, we may be looking at a ´she-cession´,

by September 2021 if revenues didn´t pick up again.

with job losses falling disproportionately on women´s

28

shoulders.30 As of August 2020, the supply of women´s
labour in the US had fallen by 20% compared to

Remote work: an equaliser or
destabiliser of gender parity?

February 2020 levels, while men´s had shrunk by only
9%.31 Why? The impact has been worst for occupations
dominated by women (eg services), while women
more often than men pick up the slack for school

Recent crystal-ball-gazing by the Financial Times

closures, family illness and other pandemic-related

wonders whether a permanent shift to more remote

disruptions.

work could benefit women – the idea being that being
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yes, but it will create jobs too. According to the report

The misinfodemic: the other
virus
´If the product is free, you are the product.´ This
aphorism has been appropriated by critics of platforms
like Facebook, whose user value proposition (free
connection to friends) is severed from the company´s
revenue source (advertising). This disconnect creates
a perverse incentive to do whatever possible to keep
human eyeballs locked onscreen – at odds with the
platforms´ stated aim of fostering connection. According to former Silicon Valley insiders in the 2020
documentary The Social Dilemma, these measures
include psychological tricks to deepen engagement (eg
the ´like´ function) as well as using algorithms to push
attention-grabbing but often misleading or straight-up
false content. A study published in Science in 2018
found that so-called ´fake news´ propagates to 1,500
people six times faster in Twitter than verifiable news.32

summary, the core challenge is ensuring that technology doesn´t further polarise the economy – automation
has benefitted white-collar workers far more than
middle-tier and lower-paying service workers. The
asymmetry is more pronounced in the US than in
Europe, but the warning is the same: people feel that
automation is making them poorer while making their
countries and employers richer. If we want people
to trust technology, we need to ensure not only that
automation actually creates jobs but that workers are
qualified for these jobs. And this means a titanic push
on skilling and reskilling. According to McKinsey an
additional 1.7 million employees with tech skills will be
needed by 2023 across the EU´s public sector alone;
1.1 million of these workers need to be advanced.34 As
always the right policy frameworks are key: MIT argues
that there is a bigger threat to jobs than automation –
bad policy that hinders the transition of workers from
old industries to new ones.

As the pandemic continues to unfold and we roll out
the vaccine, we are feeling the stakes of prioritising
the emotive and ideological over the empirical. How
will false information about vaccine safety impact our
prospects for recovery?

Digital Europe: big tech in focus
The EU´s new digital strategy aims to create ‘a Europe
fit for the digital age’ and represents the first
pan-European approach to AI, cyber-security,
connectivity and data protection.35 A key pillar of focus
is the power of big tech. Practically, the strategy will
be implemented through two core pieces of legislation
over the next couple of years: the Digital Services
Act, which strengthens the responsibilities of online
platforms; and the Digital Markets Act, which tackles
the economic power of large online platforms. While
viewed as a step in the right direction by many, some
are concerned that business dynamism will suffer.36
The digital strategy aims to mitigate that risk by
working closely with business to craft measures that
foster innovation, growth and competitiveness.37

Human versus machine labour:
are the robots coming?
Yes and no. A recent paper by MIT, summarising a
two-year study on ´The Work of the Future´, concludes
that ´a robot-driven jobs apocalypse is not on the
immediate horizon´.33 Technology will destroy jobs,
CHOOSE GROWTH: Shaping Europe’s future now
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Leadership choices
In Utechia / Dystechia, Europe is both succeeding and struggling to make
technology work for its economies. Our health system is evolving; our cities
are smarter. But unemployment is high – we have not done enough to skill
workers. Despite tech regulation, social media allows populists to stoke the fires
of discontent. This future suggests two choices for leaders...

Choice 5: Take greater
responsibility for employment
security
The business case: building
a skilled, justly-rewarded
and dynamic workforce is
a precondition of healthy
markets

Over a hundred years later the in-

Compounding the situation in the

dustrialist´s playbook has moved on.

US is that the safety net for workers

Today, the idea is to make the best

is pretty limp. Health insurance, for

goods at the lowest cost, paying the

example, is typically employer-spon-

lowest wages possible. The result

sored. So when shocks hit, American

of this logic is perhaps clearest in

workers are extremely vulnerable –

In 1914, Henry Ford made his work-

the US, where workers´ wages have

food insecurity doubled in 2020.39

force a bold offer – five dollars a day

stagnated while annual output has

for eight hours´ work in his factory.

soared: between 1979 and 2019,

This amounted to double the aver-

productivity increased by 70%,

age factory wage at the time, but

whereas wages rose by just 12%.38

Ford called it the best cost-saving

These diverging lines suggest that

move he had ever made. He needed

the system is eating itself. Work-

a standardised workforce to carry

ers, after all, are consumers and

out his standardised production.

tax-payers too.

All over the world, the pandemic has
laid bare the fragility of an economic
model featuring a workforce with
high levels of income insecurity and
weak social safety nets. According
to this year´s (special) edition of the
World Economic Forum´s Global

Productivity soared. What´s more,
the seeds of the American middle
class were sown.
Ford is reported to have summed
up his philosophy like this:
There is one rule for the industrialist
and that is: make the best quality of
goods possible at the lowest cost
possible, paying the highest wages
possible.
76

“For all the trouble it has caused, the
crisis may have laid the groundwork for
the future by fundamentally starting to
reshape views of social safety nets.”
– Jeremy Hillman
Director, corporate communications, World Bank

“It’s clear that adjustments to how labour markets
function and how business thinks about, supports
and manages its workforce will be necessary. I’m
intrigued by how parts of the solution lie in both
the US and European markets. We have much to
learn from each other.”
– Christy Pambianchi
EVP and CHRO, Verizon

Competitiveness Report, robust
safety nets have been decisive
in determining which countries
weathered covid best and which
are likely to recover fastest. Several
European countries make this list
– among them Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Austria, Luxembourg and
Switzerland.

“The recovery we are going to see is
going to be driven by small businesses –
and small businesses need to be able to
pay and get paid easily.”
– Mark Barnett
President, Mastercard Europe

And yet we cannot be complacent.

provide surplus jobs, replacing

be 4.5% higher than the official

Some argue that European worker

and even exceeding the ones lost

numbers suggest.41 When these

protections may have unintended

as old industries die. And history

measures lift, we will see the true

consequences for jobs, with antici-

shows that technological revolutions

magnitude of joblessness. Much is

pated ´separation costs´ potentially

typically do create more jobs than

riding on the vaccine roll-out, but

raising the barrier to hiring.40 Some

the ones destroyed. However, there

assuming that immunity will save all

European businesses are evading

is the risk of a real lag – a period

this barrier by tapping into the

these livelihoods in time is danger-

called Engels’ pause – separating

burgeoning gig economy, where

productivity gains from increases in

ous. We need to acknowledge there

workers are highly vulnerable.

workers’ living standards. The good

To build resilience in our workforce
– thereby ensuring healthier markets
– we need to shift focus, from job
security (which focuses on keeping a
worker in a particular job) to employment security (which focuses on

and take steps to ease the transition.
The stakes are high: if we don´t
act preemptively we risk adding

Moving Europe´s workforce towards

deepening lines of inequality.

employment security will require that

across potentially multiple jobs).

dented government intervention to

fourth industrial revolution to

Call to action: show
leadership in four areas

years to our recovery trajectory and

Pace is of the essence. Unprece-

optimistic about the ability of the

action now to navigate around it.

news is that we can see this coming

safeguarding the career of a worker

Business leaders are generally

is a cliff of inequality ahead and take

bolster revenue-starved businesses
means that a lot of Europe´s un-

businesses accept a larger share of
the leadership burden in the labour
market. Here are four areas where
business needs to expand its role:

employment is hidden – it could
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“I believe an apprenticeship system would
help improve inclusion significantly.
Governments and companies could work
together to share the costs.”

they would be out of business by
September 2021 if revenues stayed
at current levels. Many of these
SMEs will be women-owned or
minority-owned, translating into
greater gender and racial inequality.
How can large businesses find

– Mats Rahmström
President and CEO, Atlas Copco

win-win solutions and help foster a
lively, innovative and diverse SME

Area 1: skills

Area 2: gig worker security

Employment security depends

Europe´s gig economy has been

on a workforce with the skills to

growing rapidly over the past 20

operate in a digital economy. Yet

years, contributing 20-30% of all

our education system is not keeping

jobs.43 Given that gig workers

pace. Europe´s young people are not

effectively have zero protection,

being equipped sufficiently with the

this means that worker security

ability to learn and master the more

in Europe will fall as the share of

advanced digital skills required. Nor

gig workers grows. Some are now

are we meeting demand for reskilling

unionising or setting up their own

existing workers as sectors transform

workers’ collectives, and companies

and, in some cases, move towards

like Mastercard (working with Stride)

obsolescence.

are giving flexible workers access to

But in the end, as one CEO we spoke
with argued, it is ultimately businesses that need to skill their workers to
carry out the tasks required to run
their operations. Also, in a much
more fluid labour market, it follows
that businesses will need to accept
that they are paying to train staff that
will work at other companies and
even competitors. However, with experts estimating that hiring from the
outside costs on average six times
more than building from within, this

benefits normally tied to employers.
Policymakers are wading in, with
the European Court of Justice ruling
that Uber is to be treated as a taxi
company (rather than a digital
services app), subjecting it to safety,
licensing and labour regulations.44
Business leaders need to identify
how to capitalise on the flexibility of
gig workers without sacrificing their
security.

them out?45

Area 4: systemic bias in the
workplace
2020 will be remembered not just for
the pandemic but for the explosion
of public outrage at long-running,
systemic racial injustice. Racial
injustice is a truly wicked problem,
with deep and complex roots. But
we know that jobs are one of the
most powerful gateways to equality.
As the employer of nearly 70% of the
world´s working population, businesses need to take serious ownership of their part of the solution.
Over the course of 2020, we saw
many businesses acknowledge their
part in the problem as well as the
imperative that they go much, much
further in their measures to stamp
out racism. As Hans Vestberg put it,
Nine months ago we could have
said we were performing pretty well

Area 3: SME health

approach, if counter-intuitive, makes

Over two-thirds of Europe´s work-

financial sense. If efforts are pooled

force is employed by small- and

with government bodies, unions and

medium-sized enterprises, which

employers’ organisations, the costs

also contribute over half of Europe´s

and benefits can be shared more eq-

output. So the drift towards con-

uitably.42 By adapting to a more fluid

solidation and tightening access to

workforce in which workers need to

capital that we are seeing in not just

be repeatedly reskilled for new jobs,

the tech industry, but also chemicals,

businesses will also be contributing

banking and aviation, is a cause for

to the fairness and competitiveness

concern. A McKinsey survey found

of Europe´s labour model.

that 55% of European SMEs thought
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population instead of stamping

on diversity and inclusion. But what
counted as good enough then is no
longer adequate.
But satisfactory resolution will take
commitment over the long haul, at
CEO level. Success is critical: we
will not have employment security unless we have employment
security for all.

Choice 6: Digitalise but protect
the social contract
The business case: the
competitive benefits of
digitalisation cannot be
reaped if digitalisation is
untrustworthy

Braathen´s observation is echoed in

posed funding of EUR 7.5 billion to

the World Economic Forum´s Global

digitalise Europe between 2021 and

Competitiveness Report, which

2027. Through digitalisation we can

identifies the digital maturity of

unlock more competitiveness for

countries like Denmark and Finland

our businesses and improve societal

as a key determinant of not only a

outcomes. So we should step on it,

In more ways than one, the pan-

society´s resilience in the face of

not least because we have lost a lot

demic served as a mirror. And one

the pandemic but also its ability to

of ground in the global tech race –

of the features it reflected back

recover quickly.

China, the US and others are leaps

to us was our ability to make big
changes at pace. A key enabler of
this adaptation was the breakneck
absorption of digital technologies.
Business was not alone in making

and bounds ahead.47

Hence the centrality of digitalisation
to commercial strategies and indeed

But while we should proceed with

to the EU´s industrial strategy – the

pace we should also proceed with

European Commission has pro-

wisdom. Because the pandemic

dramatic changes: internet-shy
consumers became seasoned
e-shoppers; dating moved onto
video; and doctors treated patients
via telehealth channels – seeing 50
to 175 times the number of patients
they did before.46
Looking back, we can already see
a tight line between the level of
pre-pandemic digital penetration
and societal resilience. As Kjerstin
Braathen, the CEO of DNB, said in
her conversation with us:
If you look at payments data, at
consumer behaviour, at consumer
confidence, at the types of businesses that have been doing well
versus those that are struggling,
we see that the societies who have
mastered the situation best are

“This is our bifurcation moment. There
are those who will respond by doubling
down on our existing system, advancing
a kind of surveillance capitalism in
which governments tear down civil
liberties and human rights while
protecting banks and billionaires.
And then there are those of us who are
willing to trailblaze a new path, to forge
a new social contract that includes all of
us, equally.”
– Deborah Frieze, founder and president, Boston Impact Initiative
– Sallie Calhoun, founder, No Regrets Initiative

the most digitised. This is what
allows people to stay productive, to
continue to work and live as close to
normal as possible.
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“Trust is not something you can order.
It’s not something that you can claim.
It’s something that you have to earn.”

exposure to advertising, the content
users are shown is tailored not
to inform but to keep eyes locked
onscreen. Algorithms select content
that captivates attention by tapping
into a range of human psychological

– Kjerstin Braathen
CEO, DNB

states, including jealousy, anger,
fear and resentment. In societies
with high degrees of inequality and
joblessness, this can be explosive.

also showed us a few more things –

without broadband or a worker with

namely that digitalisation´s benefits

insufficient digital competence – the

are very skewed in favour of the

digitalisation of the economy feels

already advantaged.

like another set-back in which capi-

Countries with high degrees of

tal-holders take an even bigger cut.

Though this is being treated as an
especially American and British
problem, Europe cannot afford to
be complacent. At stake: our social
contract, Europe´s most compelling
differentiator in the eyes of many of
the leaders we spoke with.

digital penetration – Finland,

Globally, trust in technology is

Sweden and Denmark – are typically

ebbing. According to the 2020

richer ones. And even within these

Edelman Trust Barometer, 61%

privileged countries there is stark

of respondents say the pace of

asymmetry. Higher-income jobs can

technology is too fast; 66% worry

typically be done more easily online;

technology doesn´t enable people

lower-income jobs more typically

to differentiate real news from fake

cannot. In the first half of 2020,

news; and 61% don´t think govern-

Europe saw a 7% contraction in

ment understands enough about

low-skilled jobs, while the number of

emerging technology to be able to

skilled jobs actually grew, by 3%.48

regulate it.50

This imbalance showed up vividly

Businesses are typically keen

this trend by following some core

in school systems too. According

to communicate the benefits of

principles, among them:

to educational charity Teach First,

technology. But given the growing

four out of five schools with the

apprehension around technology´s

poorest pupils in England lack

impact on livelihoods and social co-

the devices and internet access to

hesion, this communication strategy

ensure self-isolating children can

may require a rethink. Indeed, 54%

continue school. Overall, around 9%

of respondents in the Edelman study

of children in the UK – between 1.1

said that their trust would increase

million and 1.8 million – do not have

if companies were more proactively

access to a laptop, desktop or tablet

transparent about the downsides of

at home.49

technology.

Digitalising ´on top of´ such a divide

A critical spotlight is being increas-

will simply deepen it. For those who

ingly focused on how the advertis-

are not well-positioned to participate

ing-driven business models of social

in the digital economy – whether

media giants could be undermining

one lost in its mines. Other exam-

an SME owner without the cash

social cohesion. Because these busi-

ples include Infosys´ commitment

to invest in automation, a student

ness models depend on maximising

to hiring 25,000 American workers
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Call to action: four principles
for growing trust
Capturing the full commercial and
social potential of digital technology
depends on the level of trust people
have in the ability of businesses to
use data and technology in society´s
interest. Right now, this trust is
falling. Business could help reverse

Principle 1: demonstrate net
contribution to jobs
One of the principal drivers of mistrust in technology is the perceived
impact on jobs. This mistrust cannot
be assuaged simply by stating
that jobs will be created at some
stage in the future; we need explicit
strategies and bold actions. Anglo
American is tackling this challenge
head-on by committing to creating
five jobs in the community for every

by 2022,51 and Verizon’s plan to give

with costs intended for the tech

Targets initiative (SBTi), which

digital training and mentorship

titans, or burdening consumers with

provides companies with emissions

to 500,000 workers by 2030 (with

costs and inconvenience.

reduction pathways that line up with
the Paris Agreement. In October

an emphasis on young, Black and
Hispanic workers without a college
education).52 By leading on jobs,
businesses can show that, if used in
the interest of society, technology
doesn´t have to hurt workers.

Principle 2: help regulators find
the right way forward on tech
One of the things we heard repeat-

2020, at the height of the pandemic,

Principle 3: champion science

the SBTi welcomed its thousandth

A possible silver-lining to the pan-

member, four times the target it had

demic may be what one CEO called

set for itself.54

´the resurgence of the scientist´.
Amid the disruption and confusion

Given the complexity and magni-

caused by the virus, we turned to

tude of the transformation ahead,

experts for advice following years

we need to be able to agree on the

in which scientific advice has been

facts. Business leaders can help

undermined – in some cases by

make this possible by supporting

edly from business leaders was
that Europe´s more human-centred
approach to tech governance could
serve as a differentiator for the bloc.
It has been two years since GDPR
came into force. A review by the
European Commission ´expresses
its satisfaction´ about the increased
citizen protection afforded by the
regulation and notes GDPR´s role in
advancing ´trustworthy innovation´
by requiring that Europe´s businesses practise privacy by design.
The Commission´s assessment also

“Much of what we see in the media does
not reflect what’s actually happening.
It reflects the people who are able to
polarise; it thrives on conflict. Media
needs a deep rethink – it needs to
ask itself how it can contribute to
democratic development.”

flags challenges – among them how
to ensure that governments use
the regulation to actually change

– Leif Johansson
Chairman, AstraZeneca

behaviour rather than extract more
public revenue through fines.
To move forward from this promising starting point in a way that

business. The most infamous exam-

clean science and being role models

protects consumers and builds

ple is perhaps big tobacco´s funding

for evidence-based debate and

competitiveness, robust engage-

of false research negating the health

decision-making.

ment from business is required.

damage caused by smoking. And

Regulators lack sufficient understanding of the technology and
business models they are trying to
build regulation for.53 Well-intended
measures to rein in big tech could
backfire, for example by saddling
the smaller players it aims to protect

some oil and gas companies have
funded academic work aiming to
fudge the link between hydrocarbon
combustion and climate change.

Principle 4: combat
polarisation
In Europe, the polarisation on
display in the US today can seem

But business is getting back in

distant and even bizarre. But as we

science´s corner. They have been

saw with Brexit, we are not immune,

flocking to the Science-Based
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even despite the violent lessons of

it brings liberals and conservatives

the 20th century.

together in debates ´not to find

We need to protect our social
contract by combating polarisa-

centrist compromise, but to find one
another as citizens´.

tion. How can we actively prevent

The biggest contribution businesses

society splitting into factions that

can make to the social contract is

view each other with hate? How

through taking responsibility for

can we take sensible measures to

the creation of meaningful jobs

ensure that social media doesn´t

that enable decent livelihoods and

hijack the political discourse and

decrease inequality. At the same

problem-solving we actually need?

time, this is an extraordinary time,

Part of the answer may lie in a very

calling for all members of society, in-

analogue solution – orchestrating

cluding business, to step out of their

respectful conversations between

wheelhouses and do what they can

people who disagree. The US-based

to advance the governance we need

organisation Braver Angels is an

to unlock the future we all want.

early-mover here – launched in 2016,

“To move the needle we need much stronger
acceptance in societies of challenges like climate
change and resource use. This can sometimes
take a long time to build. What is different
now is the explosion of communication. What
may have taken decades in the past can now
take weeks under the right circumstances – if
enough respected people talk about the real
problems in a good way.”
– Christian Rynning-Tønnesen
President and CEO, Statkraft
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“The bar just went up 10x. Take Black Lives
Matter. Nine months ago we could have said we
were performing pretty well on diversity and
inclusion. But what counted as good enough
then is no longer adequate. Our responsibility
to our stakeholders has gone up dramatically.”
– Hans Vestberg
Chairman and CEO, Verizon

“The climate debate has been based to a large
extent on feelings rather than fact. The
scientific community has been very clear for
more than 40 years, and yet they haven’t been
listened to. Now we’re faced with this crisis,
where do we turn for solutions? To the scientific
community. I hope that we will see the return
of fact-based decisions, and a revival in trust
and respect for science.”
– Svein Tore Holsether
President and CEO, Yara
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“The social, political and economic implications
are going to last through the next decade and
beyond. Covid will not disappear. There are
different pathways towards how we can be
living with covid, but we will not be living after
covid.”
– Jeremy Bentham
VP, global business environment and head of scenarios, Shell

“In the aftermath of crises, the world doesn’t
return to old habits. We didn’t start using coal
again after 1945; nor did we go back to using
horses. We switched to oil and gas. When
rebuilding the economy after the pandemic,
we have to rebuild with the new technology
available and not copy the old model.”
– Christian Rynning-Tønnesen
President and CEO, Statkraft

“A transition isn’t ambitious enough. We need to
see an avalanche of change.”
– Jeremy Leggett
Founder and director, Solarcentury
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“We are our choices.”
– Jean-Paul Sartre
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